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MACE was created out of the need to have one place where people could
study physical movement in all its forms. We are continually progressing
toward that goal by offering more workshops and classes each year in more
movement styles. We bring in some of the best instructors in their fields of
expertise because students deserve nothing less. If you want to be the best,
you need to train with the best.

Movement for EveryBody

While we cater to performing artists, our workshops and classes are for
everyone. All shapes, all sizes, all backgrounds. MACE feels everyone can
benefit from movement training. After all, everyone moves.
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www.macetraining.org
MACE is a 501c3 not-for-profit organization whose purpose is to provide education and training that specializes around physical movement in the performing arts.
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Editorially Speaking
Spring is in the air, but I must take you back to winter of last year for a brief
moment. When I saw the latest Star Wars movie (Rogue One), one of the things
that caught my attention, apart from the comedic ineﬀectuality of all the
Stormtroopers’ guns, was the diversity of fighting styles presented. Firearms,
staﬀ, unarmed, (light)saber—I could identify multiple influences from not just
the film franchise history, but the historical timeline of fighting styles overall.
Regardless of whether or not the movie was good, there was much to appreciate
from a combat angle.
This ties into one of the two primary themes that emerged while putting
together this issue of The Fight Master; the relationship between research and the growth of
our art. Our fighting styles evolve as our access to information matures and deepens, and we
as performers have a responsibility to absorb and grow along with the research. There are
several pieces in the following pages that touch on key points in the historical timeline, from
the ancient gladiatorial fights of ancient Rome, to the Italian Renaissance, all the way to the
modern green screen. Hopefully this brief glimpse into the breadth of knowledge available
will inspire you to go out and learn something new about a weapon or fighting style that
interests you!
The second more serious theme touches on the growing progressive movement within the
theater community. There are plenty of adages about how the more things change the more
they stay the same. I would argue, as a woman, that this is factually not true. While I consider
myself lucky because most of the harassment I’ve faced as an actress has been primarily from
outside forces (a consequence of being a street performer), I recognize that there are many
who are not so lucky. Because fight choreographers and stage combatants utilize personal
space in challenging and violent ways, identifying practices for making performers feel
comfortable is paramount to building stronger shows, and subsequently a better informed
theater community. The need for respect stretches beyond binary gender roles, and the articles within will aid all our members in developing healthy relationships with their respective
communities.
Finally, the SAFD held its Governing Body elections last year, and I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate and welcome the newest oﬃcials of the SAFD Executive Committee:
President: Scot Mann
Vice President: Matthew Ellis
Treasurer: Adam Noble
Secretary: Christopher Elst
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I believe I can speak on behalf of the entire SAFD community when I wish them the best
of luck in their tenure, and look forward to seeing how they will help our organization grow
and thrive.
Be well, fight well!
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Contributors
Submission Guidelines

Editorial and graphic content featured in The Fight
Master is the product of contributions from SAFD
members of all levels as well as from the global
stage combat community. Participation is greatly
encouraged and submissions are accepted on a rolling basis, with deadlines for the Fall and Spring editions occurring on June 1 and December 1 respectively. For submissions by traditional mail, please
send a shipping address request by email.

Articles

Submitted material will be edited for clarity and
length with the assistance and approval of the author. Articles should include a short biography 150
words or less, as well as contact information. By submitting material to The Fight Master, it is assumed the
author agrees the following:
All submissions are subject to editorial discretion
All work submitted is assumed to be the original
work of the author, and The Fight Master will not
assume any of the author’s copyright liabilities
and publication rights.
• Submissions must include any and all necessary
supporting documentation (bibliographies, etc.)
• Before publication, author must approve all
changes beyond grammar and conventions
• Submissions must be written in a clear and
professional manner
• No submissions defaming individuals
by name will be published
• Authors are assumed to be working toward
the betterment of the SAFD and, thus, will
not be paid for submissions
•
•

Please forward submissions and questions to:
Jean A. Monfort, Editor
fmeditor@safd.org

Graphics

Both digital and traditional photographs are accepted; however, resolution will play a factor in where,
or if an image is used. All photos should be accompanied by the names of the performers w/ roles (if
fewer than five are pictured), photographer, play,
playwright, fight director, theatre company, and
year of performance. Without this information, we
can not give proper credit to the contributors and
the picture will not be used.
Traditional images/negatives submitted by mail
should be sent in an envelope clearly labeled
“Photos—Do Not Bend,” with larger photos secured between cardboard or foam core. Submissions should also include a return self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Digital images must be submitted in an uncompressed format (RAW, TIFF, PNG or TGA) on a CD
or DVD if possible. Images that have been reduced in
size to send by email will also be considered as long
as a larger version exists that can be requested later.
Please do NOT crop or alter photos. Touch-ups and
color correction will be performed as needed.

Mary Shen Barnidge is a freelance theater critic for Windy City Times and a feature
writer for www.theatreinchicago.com. She is a member of the American Theatre
Critics Association; Poets & Writers, Inc.; and is a member in the Society of American
Fight Directors. She also served as editor for the Stage Combat journal Moulinet: An
Action Quarterly and website (www.actionquarterly.com).
Allen Johnson is a Screenwriter, Historic European Martial Artist, and a fight
choreographer/stunt fighter. He has trained in historic swordplay for over 15
years and has been involved with the SAFD for about 6 years. He has had several
screenplays and stage plays produced with several more in development. He also
teaches numerous classes, workshops, and panels, and continues to train in
historic martial arts with the Palmetto Knights: Historic Steel Combat Team, based out
of Columbia, South Carolina.
Mathias Kunzler is a freelancing Fight Director and a Certified Teacher for Stage
Combat Deutschland. Being also an Archaeologist, bringing Stage Combat and
Experimental Archaeology together was a natural thing to do. Since 2012, he works as
doctor for the gladiator group “Ludus Gorgonis,” where he teaches aspiring
gladiators to fight in the styles of the historical armaturae.
Michelle Ladd is a Fight Director with the SAFD and also a United Stuntmen’s
Association trained Stunt Coordinator and Stunt Performer. She is married to Thom
Williams, Second Unit Director and Stunt Coordinator. After fifteen years in Los
Angeles, they now live outside Atlanta, GA with their three young “stunt” boys and
run their company, RE:Action Stunts, Inc.
Stephen Louis is an actor, director, and writer currently based in Houston. After
finishing a year as a Theatre Performance Major at the University of Evansville,
Stephen decided to transfer and will be returning to a yet to be determined university
this Fall. In addition to stage combat, Stephen also holds a 2nd degree black belt in
Tae Kwon-do and is a practitioner of Krav Maga.
Alicia Rodis is an Actor, Stunt Performer, Fight & Intimacy Director, and Certified
Teacher with the SAFD, as well as the Regional Representative for the East Central
Region. She resides in New York City, teaching at AMDA in Manhattan, as well as
Long Island University. She is the founder of Galhalla NYC, an all-female weekly
fight training group, as well as Valkyrie Combat Collective.
Stephen Spotswood is a DC-based playwright, educator, and journalist. He
received his MFA in Playwriting from Catholic University in 2009. In addition to
being a member of The Welders playwrights’ collective, he is a member of Forum
Theatre’s artist ensemble and a company member with Pinky Swear Productions.
You can find him on Twitter and Instagram as @playwrightsteve and find much
of his work at newplayexchange.com.
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Tosha Fowler and
Tony Buzzoto in
Cor Theatre’s
production of Skin
Tight, directed by
Toy Delorio, with
artistic direction
by Tosha Fowler.
Photograph by
Toy Delorio.

Please forward submissions and questions to:
Jonathan Wieder, Art Director
design@jonathanwieder.com
Neither The Fight Master nor the Society of American Fight
Directors is responsible for any claims made by advertisers,
or any consequential damages as a result of errors, timeliness
or misunderstanding of information published in the ads.
The views and opinions stated by writers in this publication
do not necessarily reflect those of the editor, advisory board,
or any member of the Society of American Fight Directors.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any way or
by any media without the written consent of the editor.
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Letter to the Editor
“Duel fantasy”

We are, I believe, now living in a new golden age of television. Due to an enormous variety of factors, long-form
storytelling with the production value of a Hollywood
blockbuster is shockingly, delightfully common. Marvel’s
Netflix series are modern urban fantasy, Vikings is historical
fiction with many of the hallmarks of the fantasy genre, and
HBO’s ambitious West World puts hard-science fiction and
Western conventions side by side.
This glut of largely excellent media (which would have
been incredible to imagine even ten years ago) has resulted
in a ton of work for those in our industry, and even more
exposure for our art form. And for the most part the state
of that art has been high. I cite Vikings constantly when
II need to demonstrate what
I
isolation
during an avoidance
V
should
look like, or how to sell
s
aa hit with every fiber of your
being. The fights are an inhertasy
ent and excellent part of the
Fans and
DueoflThrone
Game
storytelling.
the Problem of Violence
And then there’s Game of
Thrones. The decided mediocrity of the fights in Game of
Thrones were covered from the point of view of a HEMA
practitioner in “Duel Fantasy: Game of Thrones and the
Problem of Violence” (by Robert W. Dillon Jr. with additional contributions by Jean Montfort). He pointed out
(primarily) reasons why the fights do poorly from a martial
perspective, This is clearly true, but I feel there is more to
it than that; they also do poorly from a purely aesthetic
perspective. They are not merely bad martial arts, but bad
storytelling. There’s no use in requesting baroque instead
of classical if the violinist can’t play. The issue isn’t that they
made the wrong thing, it’s that they made it badly.
Scenes of chaos and mayhem and massive groups of soldiers and monsters and whatnot slamming into each other
have been frequently excellent on Game of Thrones. The Battle
of Blackwater, Hardhome, and (especially) Battle of the Bastards
were all thrillingly exciting and excellent storytelling. But
for some reason, as soon as the numbers fall to a few people
on a side (I’m thinking here of the ludicrously terrible fight
between The Unsullied and Barristan Selmy versus the Sons
of the Harpy) things fall flat.
So why is this? My theory is that this is a problem on
an almost HBO-genetic level. When I complain about
the fights on Game of Thrones with lay-people (an excellent
diversionary tactic this Thanksgiving) they frequently come
back with variations on “Well, the show isn’t about the
swordfights.” Now, on the face of it this is both absurd and
annoying; anything you do to tell your story must be done
well, or the show will suffer. But it may be that in producing
Game of Thrones the same way that it had its other big shows,
HBO neglected to spend the time and energy it would have
taken to produce satisfactory showcase duels. Compare this
to Daredevil, which had its Raid-esque aesthetic of violence
readily available from the HisTheory and technical resources are
and the Association
torical European Martial Arts organization
opinion that these resources
of Renaissance Martial Arts. It is my
sword action. As a Renaissance
could easily improve Game of Thrones’
realistic,
might say, it could inspire a more authentic,
to the show late, but fencing master
depictions of
’m a fan of Game of Thrones. I came
of Time, Distance, and Proportion in its
binge watching the and mature use
both real and
I’ve made something of a habit of
are the three primary components of
the show’s overt swordplay. These
seasons as they appear on DVD. I admire
so we will examine each one.
I have one gripe, staged combat, and
timing, speed, pace, tempo,
maturity (one might say sensationalism).
For our purposes, Time here includes
the violent
of
The Japanese swordsperson’s notion
though: the sword fighting. More specifically,
the same clarity as rhythm, and duration.
the
and not that different from much of
action shown on screen doesn’t follow
fetishizes “initiative” (先 sen) is useful
almost
show
the
Theories of timing
Whereas
the “general” mass violence.
European personal combat theory.
depictions of the effects of historical
they helped a fighter avoid
frank depictions of sexuality and graphic
nothing to do with dramatic content;
at duels
to depict violent action to the had
or going home in a box. Looking exclusively
violence, it makes very few attempts
to appeal to mature getting maimed
both
aims
first,
show
attack
the
can
ways
fighter
most
In
one
same high standard.
of Thrones, time means that
action are left behind, aimed in Game
can defend and then attack.
audiences, but swordplay and related
attack simultaneously, or one fighter
examination of several critical can
of the three. Thus, it has
at eighth graders. What follows is an
of Thrones relies overmuch on the latter
of weapon use, as well as how Game
than with medieval
scenes from Game of Thrones in terms
in common with modern foil fencing
can learn from the show’s much more
the sequence of attack, parry,
we, as practitioners of theatrical violence,
swordplay. Modern foil fencing makes
an extent that a
successes and missteps.
central and essential to the sport to such
is shown as by what is not and riposte
sequence.
correct
the
I’m not so much bothered by what
without
real mastery. Game “hit” is not valid
delegitimizes the third
shown: master swordspersons demonstrating
The problem is that real weapons play
bluster and appeals to
will, as far as possible, avoid
of Thrones fights show plenty of bravado,
of initiative. A skilled swordsperson
counter that
and tastes (Exploding heads! form
in favor of simultaneous avoidance and
stereotypical adolescent sensibilities
in technique. I’m the parry-repost
as to make a
Cleaved bodies!), but hardly any sophistication Jaime Lannister blends with the actions of the opponent in such a way
mastery of
of Salvator Fabris, for
bothered by the ease with which the
and immediate counter. The works
(Nikolaj Coster-Waldau), for decisive
techniques. A little
are full of these direct and decisive
instance, could be made clearer instance,
the swordplay of
opposite: lady Brienne of
would go a long way towards rehabilitating
to discerning eyes with some Fabris
addiction to stagtarth (Gwendoline Christie)
of Thrones, not to mention our longstanding
basic technique changes. I’m Game
timing.
comes into guard well out of
foil fencing and its attack-parry-riposte
bothered that the show sacri- ing
up with Distance (speed +
distance of ser Jaime lannister
Time, in the terms of physics, is tied
fices maturity for action when it
for our present purposes, we
(nikolaj Coster-Waldau).
distance = time). For simplicity, and
comes to swordplay.
from the Japanese,
left: Captain of the Dornish
Distance is spacing. To borrow again
that
say
can
producthe
clear:
be
Let me
(間合い ma-ai). Based
guard, areo Hotah (Deobia
is “combative engagement distance”
tion team puts a great deal of distance
sense, we can identify three
oparei). in both book and
this principle, and a little common
are close they
work into the fight effects, and on
show, Hotah carries a fantasclose, medium, and far. When two fighters
I am not criticizing that effort. distances:
medium distance a step or
tical glaive. fantasy literature
hit or be hit without advancing. At
What I would like to see is a shift can
ranged weapons such
allows unlikely weaponry—this
is needed to “engage.” At far distance,
in content only, and sources for two
weapons. Game of Thrones’
glaive is beautiful, but
bows are more effective than melee
that shift in content abound. as
or “out of distance.” There
probably very top heavy.
fights are all staged at medium distance
“finishing” moves, such as
are exceptions, but these usually involve
fighting in earnest is always
assassinations. In Game of Thrones, sword
for the safety of the
done
likely
most
staged out of distance. While
for the discerning viewer. For
actors, it creates a plausibility problem
Brienne of Tarth (Gwendoline
example, Jaime Lannister engages
They are both
Words.”
Dark
Wings,
“Dark
in
Christie) on the bridge
distance, resulting in strikes
using longswords, yet neither closes
the blades. Even if they weren’t
and parries landing at the foibles of
in this fight would miss the
parried, it is obvious that most strokes
as superb swordspersons,
target. The show sets up both characters
the show demonstrate particuyet examination of fight stills from
larly damning evidence of bad Distance.
distance is pictures of Arya
Another irritating illustration of bad
by Syrio Forel (Miltos YerolStark (Maisie Williams) being trained
perfectly well for character
emou). The Forel and Arya scenes work
master teaching a student,
growth, but as a depiction of a sword
the brim with bad depictions of
they are mostly poppycock, filed to
during training, except to
Distance. Syrio does not close distance
is done well out of distance –
deliver fancy end moves. The fighting
to hit the other, as evidenced by
neither teacher nor student is going
The same may be said of the
Arya’s constant attacking of the blade.

oPPosITE: HElEn sloan, courTEsy

of HBo MEdIa; rIgHT: Macall

B. Polay

HBO’s Game of Thrones in
Editor’s note: The following piece discusses
and character deaths. Please do not
detail, and contains specific plot reveals
were not warned.
write to The Fight Master and say you

baked into its entire production. Its fights are characterdriven and essential to the plot, clearly living within the
world of the show. The fights in Game of Thrones, battles
aside, simply can’t measure up.
Songs in early American musicals typically didn’t further
plot or character. The show would pause, an actor would
sing a song (well or poorly), and the show would resume. It
was only with Showboat (and only really with Oklahoma) that
musical numbers became essential expression of plot and
character, without which the story could not proceed. This
became more and more true as time went on. Television has
entered an age where this is equally true of fights. Shows
like Vikings and Daredevil function like Sondheim musicals,
where the music or fights are inextricable from the story.
Game of Thrones feels like a holdover from an earlier time,
its violence stuck in a vaudeville-world. A diversion from
the narrative only, and a poor one at that.

By RoBeRt W. Dillon, JR.
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Alec Barbour

“Letter to the editor” &
“so you Want to buy a sword”

The terminology of swordplay varied greatly with whichever fencing teacher in whatever country was using it,
but by the late 19th century the French School of fencing pretty well established a comprehensive system. The
Federation Internationale d’Escrime issued a rulebook
in 1914 that enumerated these terms for international use
(of course, it was in French). In
So You Want
teaching fencing, I always folto Buy a
lowed these terms strictly. This
A Beginner’s Guide
was sort of comparable to the
protocol of dance and classical
ballet teaching, which has a
definite and universally understood vocabulary. It sometimes
rankled me that SAFD teachers frequently used eccentric
terms in describing fencing actions. I can assure you that
any fencer taught his basics correctly could communicate
to any other fencer an exact description of swordplay using
this standard nomenclature. If I said to such a one–engage
in four, coupe to six and deceive the counter-six, and thrust
in second when your opponent parries fifth-a fencer could
understand me completely and perform the action immediately (I use direct English equivalents to the French terms).
I see no problem in learning these correct terms-little children do so all the time-and it would enhance the education
of students if they learned this system.
[With regards to Dave Gonzales’ article] If he refers
to something to be used on stage I would caution people
to avoid Aluminum guards as these get beaten up pretty
quickly. Peened tangs are rare and are usually found on
very old weapons. They may even be “antiques.” A peened
mounted blade can be replaced by chiseling off the peen and

Sword

I

By Dave Gonzalez

stage combat
t’s something that we all face in the
attend a regional
community. We take a class or two,
first Vendor
workshop, and get introduced to our
all laid out
Night. Tables of swords, daggers, shields,
so many options,
for perusal and purchase. But with
of sword to
it can be difficult to choose. What kind
pick the right
buy? Who to buy from? How do you
I started working
one? A little over three years ago
shop assistant. I’ve
for Neil Massey at Rogue Steel as a
a view into
in-depth
as
about
get
to
enough
been lucky
few years, and I wanted to
swords as anyone can over the past
for newcomers to the SAFD.
share some of the basics of swords
a commercial, or a strict
definitive,
be
to
meant
isn’t
This article
to choose the path.
how-to. It’s a guide, but it’s up to you
know what goes into a
Before rushing to buy, you should
to how the sword goes
sword in the first place. When it comes
blade has a bottom section
together, the basics are as such: the
section) and is held in
(the tang) that fits into the hilt (handle
There are two main ways
place by the pommel (bottom piece).
The more historical way
to actually hold the sword together.
tang sticks out through
is called “peening.” This is when the
pounded into place to
the pommel and is then heated and
the sword together. The
maintain the compression, holding
tang. Basically, the pommel
second main option is a threaded
nut”) is threaded onto
(or a small piece called the “pommel
is the more historically
the tang like a nut onto a bolt. Peening
in a heavier sword (not
accurate way and generally results
allows the sword to be
necessarily a bad thing). Threading
and if things start
taken apart for maintenance & cleaning,
on the pommel more. If a
to rattle over time, simply tighten
the sword apart and replace
blade breaks (as can happen), take
things start to rattle or
once
the blade. With a peened sword,

16
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to be done about
a blade breaks, there’s not really anything
looking into how your
it. Consider your physical needs when
future sword gets made.
your own first weapon is
The first thing to look at when buying
for a smallsword, rapier,
simple: what do you like? Are you looking
else entirely like a knife or
broadsword, or perhaps something
this, only your tastes and
cutlass? There’s no real guide to choosing
out of. That leads me to the
what you think you’ll get the most use
Ask yourself “How will
next thing to narrow down your selection.
chances are you’re
I use this?” If you’re a first-time sword-buyer,
and performances,
planning on using it in your own productions
“character neutral.” Ask
and you’ll want to look for something
what kind of character would
yourself when you look at the sword;
use it?
expect, unless you
It’s a bit more nuanced than you might
hilt, and a skullfound a sword with a black grip, blackened
out of 10 be a villain’s
shaped pommel (This would 9 times
heavily customized turns
sword). Oftentimes doing anything
if the character is just
into a character-specific weapon (even
sword, it can very
customized
heavily
a
want
you
If
you!)
but might look odd in the
strongly convey a specific character,
still in your type. Imagine
hands of a different character that
one above? Might seem
if Macduff was using a sword like the
neutrality maximizes
a little weird to the audience. Character
possess the most “pizzazz.”
your options, but might not always
number of characters
Look for a sword that the maximum
would use.
you’re after. How do
Now you’ve decided what kind of sword
are the basic red flags:
you tell the good from the bad? Here
we want for pretend violence.
it’s sharp. Obviously not what
caution (they might be too
Approach second-hand blades with
piece that someone
beat up), and if it was originally a decorative

you don’t want to risk
dulled down, there’s about a 99% chance
to it.. Before you use it,
your safety or the safety of your partner
choreographer check on it.
make sure you let your instructor or
are almost always
it’s made of stainless steel. These
above warning. It’s simply
decorative swords and fall under the
combat. The only metals
not made to handle the stress of stage
carbon steel or aluminum.
a sword should be made of are high
Keep steel against steel
And you don’t want to mix the two.

The steel is
and aluminum against aluminum.
will chew
much harder than the aluminum and
it up.
one hand and
it rattles. Hold the sword in
your other
smack the side of the pommel with
try tightening
hand. If you hear a rattling sound,
it.
it down. If it still rattles, don’t buy
on to
Often a sword has a tang that is welded
a bad thing.
the rest of the blade. This isn’t always
that
Often a welded piece allows a consistency
can’t be produced by most blade manufacturers.
where the
What you want to avoid spot welding,
the hilt with a
blade looks to be directly welded to
of weld and
bit of metal. This is just a simple spot
in for you
NOT what you want to put your trust
or your partner’s safety.
what you
Now, all of this being said, a lot of
to aesthetic.
want in a sword just comes down
Dress
that.
just
is
sword
a
of
But any dressing up
stingray
up. Bells and whistles. A turquoise
the coolest
skin grip might make you feel like
better grip
kid in class, but it won’t provide a
wire grip.
on the sword. Neither will a metal
your hand
That high-shine polish won’t protect
This
any better than a more neutral polish.
of buying a
is arguably the most difficult part
related to
personal weapon, because it’s not
It’s entirely
safety or necessarily craftsmanship.
A plain
up to your sensibilities and budget.
“less cool”
leather grip doesn’t make a sword
and simple.
or less useful; it’s straightforward
(burgundy
Even just a simple color difference
can add
leather instead of black, for example)
an exotic
the personal touch just as much as
if things get
material. And besides, oftentimes
use their own
too fancy, I’ve seen people afraid to
spent on it.
swords because of all the money they
and I’ve owned
In terms of how you spend your money,
it’s better to spend
weapons from a lot of different makers,
A sword you will use and
money on a good value of a sword.
to last and work as hard
get accustomed to over time; built
over the long term that
you do. It’s the use and the experience
your time, don’t rush to buy
really makes it your sword. So take
anything, and have fun!
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later hammering out the tang for repeening (but this operation is best left to an experienced person). Blades used in
fencing often acquire burrs and chips that can be removed
with emery cloth of fine sandpaper.
—Richard J. Gradkowski

“Letter to the editor”

I recently read David Boushey’s letter to the editor in the
latest Fight Master magazine and was flattered that the
article
had engendered some
a
considered
thoughts regarding
C
the
t terms used in our craft and
their
etymology. It seemed to
t
me
r that since there were such a
wide variety of answers relying
mostly on memory and oral
history that the exact origin of

Letter to the Editor

fight practitioners.
they were serious about growing as
I want the Society
This brings me to an important issue
back to the beginning
membership to consider. Why not go
of FM’s that have
when researching? I can list a number
wished to approach
SAFD historical knowledge if you
Maestro Erik Fredthem. We can start with myself, then
Allen Suddeth,
ricksen, Emertus Joe Martinez, Maestro
there in the early
and a number of other FM’s who were
our purposes. I would
days. We all invented phrases to suit
use in the
at least 60% of all the phrases now in
Fall issue of The Fight venture that
decade of the Society
I was reading an article in the 2015
fight arena were fostered in the first
issue
an
find
to
surprised
Master of late and was quite
fencing vernacular or the imaginations
The article was by way of modern
As we explored the teaching
whose origin was apparently unknowable?
(“The Language of fellow fight practitioners. the language of armed and
of
authored by our colleague Robert Najarian
lecture arena we gave birth to much
to
intention
my
not
is
It
of Actions and Reactions”).
I have several of my “invented phrases”
any member, on unarmed combat.
of my colleagues
Reactions Mr. Najarian, nor
of Actions and
still utilized in the fight arena and many
The Language
their research. I do want to help
done the same. Therein the early years can attest to having
“
provide some clarity on how the
of those who
knowledge
fore, I say to you…seek out the
SAFD vocabulary came to be.
dismiss something as
have gone before and don’t simply
The first fight directors created
“unknowable.”
came
many of our terms in the first ten
“action-reaction-action”
phrase
That’s where the
years of the Society’s creation. They
it into a lesson on cues, about three
fencing masters, from. I incorporated
got their language from the historical
the SAFD (making it around 1974),
manuals. If you years before founding
Girard,
who got their terms from the first fencing
my earliest students, now Maestro Dale
the 16th century—he and one of
go way, way back to George Silver in
it in his book Actors on Guard some years
in real duels. It went on to feature
taught the real thing, how to kill people
a principle, or a theory. It was a descriper of teaching how later. It was not
an
wasn’t a matter of theatrics; it was a matt
I worry that in our effort to grow as
or to “first blood.” The tion of behavior.
to eliminate a person permanently,
we’ll over-complicate our ideas. Action/
foreground until the organization,
thing is, terms didn’t come into the
Parry/Riposte, Fencing Measure, these
would be brought in Reaction/Action,
to get
late 1800s, when fencing instructors
or principles. I don’t think we need
theories
not
are
theatHowever,
game.
to do the fights for a show, such as Hamlet.
or too overly intellectual about the fight
and consequently, the too dogmatic
the ability to string
ricality was not an important issue,
Fight choreography is for the most part
fights looked like fencing matches.
of fight moves (armed or unarmed) that
Directors initiated together a number
In 1969, the Society of British Fight
at, that tell a story that the author and
on theatrical- are interesting to look
the art of stage fighting with a new emphasis
to explore and at the same time entertains
When I went over director want
change
ity as an integral part of the production.
the audience. The SAFD lexicon doesn’t
excites
and
stage
of
concept
the
to the U.K. to study acting in 1972,
is by design. The fencing lexicon hasn’t
it was still relatively that much—that
fighting was unheard of in the U.S. So
that much either.
Their terms came from changed
2015 issue that I
new for them, and totally new for us.
There is a second piece I read in the
“Paddy” Crean,
but
their founding members—like Patrick
in terms of accuracy. This is a minor
Anderson, and Ian want to address
Travers
William Hobbs, Henry Marshall, Bob
point I dispute in the article by Joseph
actor, and so he used important
I bring this up because I think that
McKay. Crean was a sport fencer and
fights. My fight (“A Noble Profession”).
fencing terms to choreograph theatrical
to the Society should know how teaching
same terms, as well as any new members
master, Ian McKay, gave me these
The codification of the principles that
he had developed methodology began.
by and
his own unique fencing vernacular which
way we explore combat was initiated
work—that’s where make up the
Directors, and in Mr.
from sport fencing—epee work, saber
through the Society of American Fight
it
a lot of the terms originated.
referenced that Paddy Crean initiated
incorporating Travers’ article he
taught
When I came back to the States, I started
part of the 20th century. It is true Paddy
I also changed things in the later
in the
career
illustrious
his
of
what I’d learned with my students, but
most
spent
he
My students did not classes, but
because actors are not always fencers.
of Hollywood choreographing and doubling
at first, so I’d change Golden years
necessarily get those Italian terms
Flynn.
of Washing- for the likes of Errol
on the position of
them. When I was teaching at the University
It was only in his later years he took
I’d also say, “the watch
ton, I’d say, “parry prime” but then
the Stratford Theatre in Ontario, Canada
at a wristwatch fight master for
go
parry” because it looks like you’re looking
for several years. He would occasionally
I tried to use ter- where he resided
(which was easier for actors to visualize).
workshops at various theatres and universian actor than a sport out and teach
started
minology that might work better for
Erik Fredricksen and Allen Suddeth
the Italian unless ties. This is how
fencer—I didn’t require that they learn

Understanding Our History

of a letter the founder of
Editor’s intro: This is a modified version
Fight Master earlier in
the SAFD, David Boushey, sent to The
from that first letter to the
2016. The following is a composite, built
summer regardmagazine and a conversation we had the following
used by our community,
ing the history of the SAFD, the lexicon
grow in the years to come.
and how he hopes to see our organization

~
T

By robert Najarian,

fd

actually occurs
much closer to what
origin is unknowable.
alternative, and seems
that every instructor
conflict. Though phonetically
dozen a splendid
locked in physical
This is not to say
already
are probably half a
connection to an
exclusively. There
is between two people
out there uses C.R.A.P use by instructors. One such variation
A.R.A lacks any resonantof all good acronyms.
in
Guard. symmetrical,
should be the goal
other similar sequences
in his book Actors On
the word “Action”
existing word, which
Master Dale Girard
places emphasis on
rapier and dagger
used by SAFD Fight
of the action
Girard’s phrase rightly
exclusively with historical
the performer a sense
the
While his book deals
the mechanics of initiating through repetition, instilling in
for stage and screen,
in the moment. Additionally,
the same. Girard sugfinish
techniques adapted
important element
both performers
an attack are still essentially
where being the most
the
of “completion” where
and responding to
ACTION-REACTION-ACTION is the use of the concept
critical when examining
at the same time is
gests a different sequence:
attack, the “Reaction”
excitable bunch and
is their moves together
the preparation to
Performers are an
and the final “Action”
the first “Action” is
of the interaction.
The start holds
the aggressive initiation, movements together, wholeness
to begin anything.
acted response to
typically very enthused
the offensive and defensive into the other. This is as such are
one
the completion of
continuously from
each movement flowing
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KoKo Lanham

The
combo was crap.”
hat roundhouse-duck
and
ears as I sat there
words jarred in my
instructor give feedback
listened to a senior
fight
students on their
to two of my graduate
had misheard my colleague.
scene. I thought I
the student’s work
Had he meant to describewas some slip, or a
this
in that way? Surely
levity to the somewhat
desire to bring some
of listening to immediate
stressful exercise
work.
feedback to artistic
sitting across the table
of the two students
the
I glanced at the faces
seem to land on them
The comment didn’t
faces.
confusion on their
from my colleague.
All I could see was
roundhouse,” my
way it had been intended.
to the action of the
chance
“There was no responsiveness
the other guy had a
“You swung before
comcolleague continued.
a mile.” Of course! The
up missing him by
acrowas referring to an
to duck so you ended
that explanation. He
to technically describe
ment made sense after
in stage combat training
had not
nym used for decades
a planned miss. He
hitting a partner on
Principle.
the system for not
- the Cue-Reaction-Action
have
said “crap,” but “C.R.A.P.” taken a class in theatrical combat
to
have
Most people who
In fact, I make sure
principle at least once.
partly
been exposed to this
my combat classes,
and the acronym in
trainintroduce the concept
an actor’s continued
that somewhere in
Years ago,
because of the fact
another instructor.
the
hear it again from
the exact origin of
ing he or she will
if anyone knew about
ideas about the origiI asked my colleagues
acronym. I got as many several colleagues
Cue-Reaction-Action
Of those,
as I did responses.
use to
nal use of the phrase
attributed its first
directors for decades
in use for so long and
who had been fight
This phrase has been
one of their own classes. into the instruchas become so integratedthat its invention Robert Najarian
stage
and Ted Hewlett
tion of violence on
by the most experienced working through
has been claimed
true
field. As a result, its
ARC sequences.
practitioners in the

Then
of violence in performance.
to shatter the illusion
happened. They do
throw all it takes
as though nothing
of action comes they
on, starting again
the technique to discover
When the moment
see what they move
the event, the choice,
so much promise!
the world.
appear!) waiting to
they not move throughactions on themselves, each other or
(leap, and the net will
fall
themselves into it
moment has happened,
Sometimes they
the effect of their
However, when the
young performers.
the effect might be.
etc.) and never
This is true of many
these
(happy, sad, angry,
freeze as though hypnotized. unfortunately, been witness to
of playing a mood
five-minute scene.
have,
like a into the trap
of mood for an entire
bold
Most theater-goers
freezes the arm out
waver from that choice
and the ability to make
swings a fist and
and
suddenly limp. Another They have talent—wonderful instincts
instances. One actor
after three seconds
before letting it go
really
abandon those choices
baseball bat in mid-air she thinks is an instinctual way but
the reality of the
choices—but they
he or
else, without acknowledgingis no sense of the
mentally rehearsed
actor moves in what
move on to something
action of a theretofore
violence. There
is just the poorly executed thinks the body should do as a reaction. moment they just created through
mind
11
but that is unfortunately
moment of what the
2015 safd.org
master fall
for a fraction of a second,
Both actors pause
the fight

:
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focus was not
their careers. However, Paddy’s primary
for him (and for me)
teaching. He enjoyed the process, but
work on stage. It was
teaching was supplementary to the
it was not his reason
a good way to earn extra income, but
ght directors, first and
for taking up the sword. We were fi
love.
foremost. That was (and is) our first
the first orgaI say this because the SAFD was indeed
system whereby
nization to actually codify a fight training
further their theatristudents could garner fight skills to
primary emphasis in
cal careers. Teaching was not the
fell out of the sky as a
the beginning years, and none of us
until 1979 when
ready-made combat instructor. It wasn’t
test in New York,
Allen Suddeth formulated a certification
that teaching started to
with Erik Fredricksen adjudicating,
protocol and thus
develop. The testing had to follow certain
Joe Martinez initiated
the start of “codification.” In 1980
Illinois University.
the first National Training at Western
had codified a teachBy this time we were on our way. We
to this day.
develop
to
continued
ing procedure and it has
we used that
In order to maintain consistent standards,
training courses.
universal vocabulary across the teacher
Society has seemaward.
I’ve given a lot of thought to how the
in front of his commemorative
and fight direction. FME Dave Boushey
ingly split along two lines—teaching
Society in 1977, I foWhen I wrote the first by-laws of the
of the Society; that
cused exclusively on the primary focus
Tony for our contributions to safe
that endeavors to deserve is an honorary
being the development of an organization
fight choreography!
pursue fight directing and effective
to incorporate playenhance the reputation of those who
Finally, more of our workshops need
officially addressed
for stage and screen. It had never been
not a live audience. The SAFD doesn’t
UK was only a few ing for the camera,
are
before in the United States, and the
all stunt work, but the students nowadays
I believe that it would have to cover
film and
years ahead of us. Forty years later,
solely in theater. They’re going into
a choreography focus, not working
the skills need to
where
that’s
and
be beneficial for a stronger return to
shows,
stunt
live-action
and Fight Directors.
in theespecially for the Certified Teachers
is not an easy road, and making a living
job building up the grow. Theater
The SAFD has done a tremendous
and harder. In order to survive—and
forward and define ater is getting harder
membership, but now is the time to look
alarmist—the SAFD has to continue
work has grown by I know that sounds
what that means. The quality of weapons
change in mediums. As someone who
of firearms the va- evolving with the
leaps and bounds, and with the inclusion
salary, I have to say it is nice to be an
than it was back appreciates a decent
riety of skills we offer is more sophisticated
also nice to earn a fair wage.
we have promoted “artist,” but it is
start a number of
in the early years. With all the advances
Through our efforts we have helped
the weakest is our exin prior years, the area where we are
societies including the Nordic, Canadian,
felt this way for thirty international
that
ecution of unarmed combat! I have
and even the re-organized British Society
Australian
“hokey”
many
too
see
years, and I still feel the same today. I
the place of the of British Fight Directors.
many impractical or eventually took
and who would have
stage punches with giant cues, and too
It has been a long glorious adventure
er.
many
unrealistic deliveries. We can do bett
it would have continued to thrive this
greater film repre- imagined that
it would
I think the SAFD should push for
I started it all it was my hope that
snubbed by the film years? When
to
sentation, where I feel we have been
to benefit those of us who aspired
I think we should last long enough
as far
community, especially the stunt industry.
in this art form. I’m glad we’ve come
arenas that incorpo- make a career
explore more fully the live stunt show
en I wrote my initial letter, I was primarily
setting. I also think as we have. Wh
and
rate action and acting in a live-action
the SAFD losing its sense of history,
worked all over the concerned with
work.
that the SAFD, whose members have
hard to mash academia into the craft
stunt community in of trying too
the
with
those
on
collaborate
expand
to
to
need
country,
given an opportunity
I know we get regional Having been
demanding a little more recognition.
that I’ve made clear that my criticisms
but we deserve thoughts, I hope
and for
nominations, such as the JEFF awards,
place of caring. I love the Society,
is pushing with the come from a
more. Just as the stunt community
share that love, I hope you will continue
Tony’s! That should those of you who
Oscars, we should be pushing with the
torch forward.
those with pull. After to carry the
be a goal for all members, especially
—David Boushey, Fight Master Emeritus
the years, the least we
everything we have contributed over
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the term could never be known with any iron-clad certainty,
a conclusion which given the limited amount of data was the
most apparent in my estimation. Maestro Boushey makes a
valid point about the value of traditions and making inquiries for accurate information. I am sure he also realizes how
difficult it is to come to a consensus between members in the
Society on an issue like the origin and meaning of certain
terms since most of our information, like similar traditions
through centuries of most martial and performing arts, has
been passed down orally and not recorded for posterity. Our
senior membership is an invaluable resource for our traditions and professional wisdom. I would encourage those
with multiple years of experience and an enduring interest
in stage combat as a viable and professionally relevant art
form to start to chronicle in whatever form their particular
path of training so that these traditions can be more fully
knowable.
—Robert Najarian

Letters.indd all Pages

The Pen is Mightier...
Use this space to draft your choreography, take notes, or start your own contribution!
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A Gladiator’s Tale
Experimental Archaeology
meets Stage Combat

I

By Mathias Kunzler, CT (SCD)

n spring 2016 the Institute for Classical Archaeology
of Giessen University gave me a slightly unconventional teaching assignment: in a one-week workshop,
I should introduce students to the world of experimental archaeology. More specifically, I should teach
them how to fight in different armaturae1 as Roman
gladiators. They were to train with different swords,
shields, nets, and tridents until they would be able
to perform a choreographed fight in full armour in a
public presentation at the end of the workshop. The
chosen armaturae for the workshop were:
Murmillo / Secutor as examples for the so-called scutarii, meaning gladiators equipped with the big legionnaire’s shield or scutum.
For attacking they used the gladius, the short sword that gave the
gladiators their name. Apart from the scutum, the Murmillo and
the Secutor had a manica2, a short greave on their shield side leg and
a helmet for protection, with the helmet’s design being the only difference between the two armaturae. Due to their heavy equipment,
scutarii would have been eager to end a fight as soon as possible and
tended to fight in a more static form than the lighter armaturae.
Thraex as the most popular opponent of the Murmillo in the
Roman arenas. This fighter is based on the Thraecian warriors
encountered by the Roman legions and one of the parmularii,
the gladiators fighting with a small, either square or round shield
called parmula. To make up for the smaller shield, the Thraex wore
long greaves on both legs. His weapon was the sica, a sickle sword
of Thraecian origin that was very well suited for getting around his
opponent’s scutum. Although his armour wasn’t that much lighter
than that of the Murmillo, the parmula made the Thraex a lot more
maneuverable than his opponent, allowing for a quicker and more
flexible fighting style.
Retiarius as the most popular gladiator among modern audiences.
Not based on a historic enemy of Rome, the Retiarius fought with
trident and net. His only protections were a manica and a so-called
galerus, a metal shoulder guard. Our main interest in this armatura
was to find out how useful the net really is as a weapon.
There are a growing number of gladiator groups in Europe and,
as far as I know, most if not all of them practice some kind of semicontact gladiator fighting. Everything is improvised, nobody knows
where the next attack is coming from nor which target is going to be
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attacked – sometimes even the attacker doesn’t, but that might just
be my own perception.
The reason for this semi-contact gladiator sparring lies in the
work of two famous experimental archaeologists: Dario Battaglia
from the re-enactment group “Ars Dimicandi” and Dr. Marcus
Junkelmann, a veteran in the field of experimental archaeology
who did a gladiator experiment in the late 90’s, out of which his
gladiator group “famila pulli cornicensis” originated. Junkelmann
also published a book on this project3 in which he postulates that
choreographed fights have no scientific value at all. Whereas most
HEMA-practitioners might agree, and that for reasons I totally
understand when “modern” martial arts are concerned, I see things
slightly differently when it comes to recreating gladiatorial combat
techniques. The biggest reason for this is the legionnaire’s shield,
the scutum.

The problem with scuta4

We don’t have any written records on gladiatorial fighting techniques, but we have a lot of depictions of fighting gladiators and
there is one thing those pictures tell us very explicitly: a scutum is
not for hiding behind. When used by gladiators, those big shields
become oversized, odd shaped brass knuckles and are used very aggressively. One example for a depiction of this would be one of the
gladiator mosaics of the Roman villa in Bad Kreuznach, Germany. It
shows a Thraex fighting a gladiator that most surprisingly looks like a
Secutor5. The Secutor just delivered a shield attack, which the Thraex
apparently was able to evade. We can’t say if it was a shield punch
or a kind of slash, but the attack is right there for everyone to see6.
When it comes to performances, the aggressive shield use poses
a serious problem: the scutum is a large, heavy piece of wood with
metal reinforcements at the edges, which means it is very easy to
break bones, even if you don’t use it full force. In semi-contact
fights, the reasonable fighters have a healthy tendency to hold back
with their shield attacks. Since they don’t fully commit to it, they get
away with techniques and combinations that could not be done after
a “real” shield attack that tends to pull you with it at least a little bit.
The scientific value of that kind of fighting thus remains questionable and the performances tend to look slightly boring, although
the audience might feel very comfortable about not having to worry
about the physical well being of the performers.

Drawing after an early 3rd century AD
gladiator mosaic from the Roman villa in Bad
Kreuznach, Germany. Artist: Mathias Kunzler

The less reasonable fighters simply charge in and start whacking
at each other with their shields and whatever weapons they use –
usually, you recognize those fighters by the red marks on their upper bodies. It goes without saying that this is extremely dangerous
and the performances look outright scary to the audience. And you
should never ever make your audience worry about the performers
instead of the characters.
As far as I see it, stage combat offers a reasonable alternative to the
semi-contact fights in all their variety. If, to pick just one example,
you use the popular “shoulder parrot” as a target, you can really
commit to your shield punch, you will feel the pull of the scutum
on your arm – even on a no-force-attack – and you will find out very
easy what can be done afterwards and what can’t. Of course, before
you can start testing techniques, you need some basic ideas what
they could look like.
Before I continue, let me make one thing clear: I do not claim that
the way I fight with gladiator weapons is the way they were used in
the arena. There are no historic manuals for that style, so every approach is just a guess. An educated guess in the best case, but a guess
nonetheless. There is no way anybody can claim that he or she teaches
or performs historically correct gladiator fighting techniques. All we

can do is try to figure something out that works and maybe – since
the weak points of the human body and body mechanics in general
haven’t changed that much during the last few millennia – we arrive
at something that might be similar to what Roman gladiators did
in the arena.

Experimental Archaeology in Action

The first step you have to take if you want to get close to how the first
stage fighters in history probably fought is to do some research.
Fortunately, you don’t have to invent the wheel a second time, since
Junkelmann and Battaglia not only did some extensive experimenting with gladiator equipment, but also wrote books about it. They
give you some basic ideas and a good starting point when it comes
to finding Roman artwork featuring gladiator scenes. As always in
a science, don’t believe everything you read without questioning.
Useful primary sources are the works of Sextus Julius Frontius
and Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus. Both authors write about
Roman military, but they give you some pieces of information that
are also interesting for aspiring gladiators. They both tell us that
the most difficult thing in training fresh recruits for the legion was
to get them accustomed to use their swords for thrusting instead of
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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Showtime!

We didn’t have a lot of equipment when we started our gladiatorial
career at the International Museum’s Day in 2012, just the basic
weapons and a manica for each of us. Still, we tried to keep everything as close as possible to the real thing – without the blood and
guts,of course.
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By now, we have a complete set of arms and armour for most
of the common armaturae which improves the performances as
well as the experimental archaeological part. As we found out, the
helmets – once you get them to fit – don’t interfere that much with
movement. They do however seriously limit your peripheral vision.
This is something that really begins to matter when you have a small
distance to your audience.
Fortunately, there are possibilities to keep your performance safe

Michaela Stark

cutting7. The second important thing that Frontius and
Vegetius tell us is that it was common practice to bring
in gladiators to train the recruits in the use of the sword.
Which means it is more than likely that gladiators used
their swords mainly for thrusting. I say mainly, because
you probably wouldn’t miss out on the opportunity to
give your opponent a good slashing if you made it past
the shield, but you would never use your gladius or your
sica for a typical cutting attack.
For me, the next step after reading was getting some
hands on experience. I got myself some decent replicas
of gladiator weapons, a lot of free space and started to
test my theories. Most if not all melee weapons tell you
quite clearly how they want to be used and by keeping
in mind what I knew from old Vegetius I came up with
a set of moves that actually worked and some new ideas
where to find more information.
With some knowledge in medieval and Renaissance
fighting systems I started to look into the more “modern” manuals, like Manciolino (who amongst other
things describes the use of spear and shield), Fabris (his
chapter on rapier and cloak proofed extremely valuable
for fighting with trident and net) and last but not least
the so called Towerfechtbuch about fighting with sword
and buckler (especially for the active use of shields). I
tried to stick to Italian manuals as much as possible,
with the Towerfechtbuch being the only exception, due
to an underlying principle that all the manuals seemed
to share: never separate your weapons. If there is a gap
between rapier and cloak, your opponent will gratefully
use it to give you the stabbing of a lifetime, if you separate
sword and buckler, you are likely to lose your swordhand
– and if you separate spear and shield when fighting as a
Hoplomachus (basically a Thraex with different weapons), your adversary will tackle you–and then give you
the stabbing of a lifetime8.
With all that research done, it was time to put my
system to the test and find myself some willing test
subjects a.k.a. fight partners. Fortunately, most of my
ideas worked out for my fellow gladiators, but of course
we also had to alter a few things. When it came to the
heavy armaturae, I found out that I didn’t understand
the underlying concepts as much as I originally thought
I did – maybe due to the fact that I might be lacking a few
pounds to be a convincing Murmillo. I have a tendency
to go around my opponents, so it’s not necessary to
resist their strength. For a Thraex, a Hoplomachus or
a Retiarius that’s perfectly fine. A Murmillo however
doesn’t need to resist anyone’s strength. A Murmillo is
strength and for my partner it felt more organic to go
through me instead of around me. By the way: when
working out how the heavy armaturae like Murmillo
and Secutor9 might have fought, it can be really helpful
to have a defensive lineman in the family (thanks little brother!).

clockwise from opposite top left: Fight
between Thraex (Agnes Schneider) and Murmillo
(Thomas Wollmann) at the Roman forum of
Waldgirmes, Germany during the festivities for the
2000th anniversary of the death of emperor
Augustus; 2014. Fight Director: Mathias Kunzler.
Retiarius (Mathias Kunzler) checking the
choreography during rehearsal for the performance at
the annual theatre festival of the Stadttheater in
Giessen, Germany; 2016. Fight Director: Mathias
Kunzler.
Picture of the author, taken at the Roman forum of
Waldgirmes, Germany during the festivities for the
2000th anniversary of the death of emperor
Augustus; 2014.
Fight between Murmillo (Johannes Blaut) and
Retiarius (Mathias Kunzler) at the annual theatre
festival of the Stadttheater in Giessen, Germany; 2016.
Fight Director: Mathias Kunzler.
Secutor (Thomas Wollmann) and Retiarius (Mathias
Kunzler) next to the equestrian statue of Emperor
Augustus at the Roman forum of Waldgirmes,
Germany during the festivities for the 2000th
anniversary of the death of emperor Augustus; 2014.

without sacrificing historical accuracy..Let’s take for example the
most popular combination of gladiators: Retiarius vs. Secutor. The
Retiarius, fighting with trident and net and being protected only by
a manica and a metal shoulder guard called the galerus, has 100%
peripheral vision. His typical opponent, the Secutor has almost
none, which is due to his massive helmet that only has two very tiny
holes for looking through. This helmet is designed to withstand a
trident attack and in the arena the non-existent peripheral vision

is not a problem; he just has to turn quickly enough to keep his opponent in sight.
Unfortunately chances are that you won’t be able to perform in
an arena but in a place where you have to fight quite close to the audience. Should that be the case, you should go for the older combination of Retiarius vs. Murmillo. It was used just after the invention of
the Retiarius, with the Murmillo being the typical heavy armatura
and thus the logical opponent for the new lightweight fighter. The
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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many weak spots of the Murmillo’s helmet against the net and the
trident quickly led to the developement of the Secutor. The important thing for performances is that a Murmillo helmet grants you a
much better field of sight. Just tell your audience (if they ask) that this
is an older combination of fighters and you will be fine. I would also
recommend using the Retiarius vs. Murmillo combination when you
begin to train against the net-man. The Secutor helmet can be quite
irritating for beginners, which is why in the final performance of last
year’s summer workshop my students fought in this combination.
Another option for small stages is to go even further back in time:
Republican gladiators10 wore helmets closely related to the contemporary military helmets that left the face more or less uncovered.
Of course, that means you will need extra helmets, not to mention
longer swords, shorter manicae and different shields, and you have
to forget about the Retiarius which wasn’t invented yet. Still, going
(Roman) Republican is an option and it has the further advantage
that it is something even rarer for the audience to see.
As for the show itself, there are many different ways to do it. Since
we often perform at schools or universities, I went for a “show and
tell” approach. After a short introduction of the gladiators and the
armaturae they are fighting in, we start with a full speed fight, followed by a slow motion version of the same fight, which we use to
explain the audience the ideas behind the separate moves. This is, for
example, the time were you can really demonstrate the great versatility of gladiatorial shields in all its detail. After that, we usually have
a general Q&A – and of course there are always some kids around
who want to put on a gladiator helmet. The basic idea behind that
show concept is to not only entertain the audience, but also to give
them some background information.

Of course that kind of show is not suited for every occasion.
Sometimes your audience just wants to see a good fight without any
complimentary history lessons. In that case, give the people what
they want – but you still might want to stick to the historical stuff.
People have seen the Hollywood version of gladiator fights. If you
want to show them something new, show them the Roman version.
It has a totally different look and most audiences will appreciate it.
Finally, having mentioned Hollywood gladiators, I have one big
request for those who want to present gladiator fights in a more
or less historical way. Please follow one of the most important
principles of Roman gladiatorial combat: never send more than
two gladiators at a time in the arena. The Romans didn’t do that11
because there was a big chance that the spectators would miss some
high quality action simply because they were watching a different
pair of fighters. The Romans did have large-scale battles in their
amphitheatres, but they didn’t use gladiators for this. That’s what
they had convicts for. If you send your gladiators in the arena, give
them a chance to shine, even if their lives don’t depend on it.

Experimental Archaeologists in Action

Let’s complete the circle and come back to the 2016 summer workshop. The participants were very eager to learn and they kept that
enthusiasm for the whole workshop, even though they found fighting in full armour – once we got to that part – a lot more exhausting
than they expected. They did really well in learning the different
fighting styles and I found it very interesting to see them develop
preferences for certain armaturae. While most of them had no big
problem to fight as the Murmillo or Thraex, the Retiarius was something they either loved or hated. It might be because the Retiarius is
the “fantasy-gladiator,” using a weapon combination that was never
seen on the battlefield and forces one to violate some of the basic
principles like “never separate your weapons.”
The final show was done in the “ludus-gorgonis-tested” Show and
Tell way. The aspiring gladiators fought well and kept each other safe
and our small audience12 rewarded them with cheers and applause.
And, for a moment, the participants of this 2016 gladiator workshop
might have felt a little closer to their Roman predecessors.
Endnotes
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1 Armatura is the word for „gladiator type“.
2 The latin term for a gladiator’s arm padding.
3 Junkelmann: Gladiatoren – das Spiel mit dem Tod, von Zabern 2000
4 Plural of scutum.
5 Which would be extremely unusual since the Secutor usually fights the
Retiarius. However, the helmet shown in the picture is definitely not the
helmet of a Murmillo who would be the normal opponent for a Thraex.
6 Both of the above mentioned giants of Experimental Archaeology strongly
supported the theory of the aggressively used scutum before I even started my
work on gladiatorial fighting techniques, so unfortunately I can’t say that I
came up with it.
7 As a matter of fact, Romans made fun of Barbarians who used their swords
for cutting.
8 You do want to keep your weapons separated when you fight as Retiarius –
nothing is worse than a net entangled in a trident.
9 Both of them being arena versions of the Roman legionnaire with big
shields and short swords, the Secutor being specialized in fighting the
Retiarius.
10 No elephants involved.
11 Except for the pontarii: two Secutores fighting a Retiarius who stands on a
wooden bridge that he has to defend against his opponents. But this is kind of
an exotic combination.
12 We had to fight with some minor adversities since Jupiter decided to send
us some rain right before the show

Killing
Desdemona
Creating safe spaces
for dangerous work
By Alicia Rodis

The Rape of
Lucrece at New
York Shakespeare
Exchange—October
2016. Actors: SAFD
AAC Leighton
Samuels and
Aaliyah Muneerah
Habeeb. Directed
by Cristina Lundy.
Fight and Intimacy
Direction by
Alicia Rodis.
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A

number of years ago I was
fight directing a production of
“Othello” in New York. As the
room began to clear after the first
read though, the actress playing Desdemona approached me
and introduced herself. After a
bit of conversation, she paused
strangely. “I’m very excited to
work with you,” she said. “And…
I wanted you to know there is a
history of domestic abuse in my life. I’ve done a lot of work on
this, and I don’t think this will inhibit our process, but I wanted
you to be aware. Our director is aware, and I wanted to be upfront
with you.” I count this as a watershed event in my career as a fight
director, and eventually as an intimacy director. This situation
with our Desdemona inspired me to make our rehearsal room a
fully safe space to work on this piece. What I found was in creating
a safe space for that rehearsal, the entire process was filled with
daring, dynamic, and exciting work from all parties, and became
a new standard for my classrooms and rehearsals.
After all, theater and entertainment professionals are no
stranger to unsafe practices that can lead to harassment and even
trauma. In a recent New York Times article1, dozens of theater
professionals were interviewed extensively and gave testimony
of scores of unreported harassment cases and unwelcome
behavior from members of their production teams. Another
article in the Chicago Reader2 exposed the years of abuse and
unsafe practices at the now infamous Profiles Theater, causing
a huge uproar in the theatre community. Soon, organizations
like “Not In Our House” began creating codes of conduct and
support groups.
Perhaps you have your own examples of unsafe performance
and classroom practices you’ve witnessed. If these experiences
have teach us anything, it is the need to develop a responsible and
productive process for handling our rehearsals, making sure not
to cause trauma, and taking care of those who have experienced
trauma and want to perform.
One of the most misunderstood concepts in our current
educational and professional community is the idea of a “safe
space.” A simple construct used in educational settings that allows
individuals to express themselves without being undermined for
their “otherness,” provides a space free from trauma, and a warning for possible triggers. The title is weighted with a rich history.
Scholar and activist Moira Kenney traces the beginning of the
“safe space” idea to gay and lesbian bars in the mid-60s in her
book Mapping Gay LA. The term was coined for places safe from
the anti-sodomy laws still in effect, and a door to walk into if you
felt in immediate danger. It did not mean there was no risk, but
it was a space reserved for an individual to safely resist political
and social repression3. The term gained ground in the 60’s and
70’s women’s movement to describe “conscious raising groups”
free from men and patriarchal thought. “Safe space in the women’s
movement was a means rather than an end and not only physical
space but a space created by the coming together of women searching for a community.4”
Today a safe space can be described as a place where anyone is
able to fully express themselves, without fear of being made to feel
uncomfortable, unwelcome, or unsafe on account of biological sex,
race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression,
cultural background, religious affiliation, age, or physical or mental
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Titus Andronicus at New York Shakespeare Exchange—Actors
Joseph Mitchell Parks, Gretchen M. Egolf, and Brendan Averett.
January 2015. Directed by Ross Williams. Fight Direction by
Alicia Rodis.

handicap. That’s it. You may have heard of safe spaces that serve as a
place for therapy and are specific to recovery. These include soothing
activities, sounds, and are most assuredly where the negative views
of students skipping class to hold teddy bears stem from. However,
I want to be clear that the safe space in the classroom and rehearsal

hall are different insofar as we are not there to actively recover from
traumas, but to foster a space where we can work with mitigated risk
of causing trauma.
Chances are your classroom, rehearsal hall, or stage is already a
safe space. When a student or actor asks, “is this a safe space?” what
they are asking is “Is this a place I need to be prepared to be welcome
and safe regardless of my biological sex, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, cultural background, religious affiliation,
age, etc?” As one of my students asked, “Is this a place I have to worry
about getting called a ‘pussy’ for not punching the bag hard enough?”

It’s complicated when it comes to teacher and director tactics. In
conservatory classes especially, there is a long history of a toxic reward systems when it comes to actor training. Who has not had an
acting teacher suggest bringing up a recent trauma to force tears, to
get an objective no matter what? Many of us have witnessed teachers abusing actors into getting to an emotional state for a character,
or seen a classmate scared or emotionally crushed by a teacher, so
they “learn” from it? What this creates is a template that conditions
actors into believing being taken advantage of is necessary for a
breakthrough, a template that can stay with that actor as they move
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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from project to project. They believe the norm is manipulation, that
the director or teacher has the right to emotionally harm the actor,
and if they don’t accept it, then they don’t “want it enough” and
should get out of the profession.
I’ve heard this same rhetoric directed at an actor who has experienced a recent or unprocessed trauma in their life that they are not
comfortable reliving on stage or in the rehearsal room. A survivor
of rape or sexual abuse who decides they don’t want to audition
for, say, a production of Extremities could easily be painted as lazy
or asking for unnecessary special treatment, when in reality it is
a responsible action to their process of recovery. Does this mean
they can never play a rape victim later in life? Certainly not. But that
kind of awareness of someone’s own boundaries, in my opinion,
should be celebrated. In conservatories especially, it’s easy to say,
“well, you’d be out of a job in the real world!” when in the professional world, that actor could simply go to a different audition, and
save themselves from a potentially career (and psychologically)
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damaging move. Consider when fight
directing how often an actor says something like, “It’s ok, they can hit me!” or
“I can take it!” The US has a tendency to
breed actors willing to sacrifice their (and
their partners) physical and emotional
safety for the sake of success.
Of course, a number of red flags tend to go off when Safe Spaces
are set. After all, the term “safe” and “art” rarely fit together. Art,
theater, film, performance, or otherwise is considered exciting,
innovative, and interesting when also “dangerous.” The difference
here is much like our stage combat training, we must tell the story
of violence in safe circumstances. Likewise, we can even audition,
rehearse, and perform a challenging, evocative, and risqué piece,
while maintaining that the actors, production crew, and audience
are not actually threatened.
This year, I’ve joined Intimacy Direction founder Tonia Sina5, and

Intimacy Directors
International. From
left to right: Alicia
Rodis, Tonia Sina, and
Siobhan Richardson.

fellow Fight and Intimacy Director Siobhan Richardson in creating Intimacy Directors International6. Our work includes not only
the technique on how to effectively and dynamically choreograph
intimate scenes, but also explore and how to set clear protocol and
communication, making the room safe for the actors, directors, and
production team. In the very near future, a fully realized protocol will
be debuting for the work. For now, these are the pillars I have found
exceedingly beneficial for the rehearsal or classroom.

HOW DO WE CREATE A SAFE SPACE
WITH MOVEMENT WORK?
1. Ask for consent when touching.
Consent in the rehearsal room or classroom is the same with an
intimate partner. That is to say, unlike gender, consent IS binary:
you either have enthusiastic consent, or you do not have it. Likewise
consent may be revoked at any time. In my syllabus in every class I
have a small paragraph on consent and tactile touching that is read
in class the first day. After that, before I touch the student I say, “I’m
going to touch you on the shoulder. Is that alright?” It is a simple
and effective tool of gaining trust and comfort from your students.
Just as consent for touching every student is important, awareness of when you choose NOT to touch a student can also cause
discomfort. I was assisting FM Michael G. Chin in an unarmed class
when a few of the male students began having trouble committing to
a contact stomach punch to their female counterparts because they
“felt bad hitting a girl.” Mike stopped the class and began blustering,
“As far as I know you paid the same tuition. So isn’t she deserving
of the same experience that you’re paying for, or are you trying to
short change her?”
Later that same year I was assisting another teacher. When it
came to contact stomach punches in the middle of choreography he
looked at me, and then beckoned the male assistant to come over in
my place. Though a small action, the message that choice sent to me
and every female in the room was clear: you’re too fragile. You don’t
get the same experience.
Be aware of where you touch women vs men vs trans students. As
an example, the small of the back is a space notorious for unwanted
touch for female students. If you wouldn’t touch another gender
there, you probably shouldn’t touch any gender there.
2. Make a contract. Say it out loud.
In the classroom, we have a syllabus we read aloud at the beginning
of the semester. In production, we have a contract that states what
is expected of each individual. Each of these covers room conduct
insofar as what is expected of the student, performer, etc.
In my experience, especially for projects containing sensitive
subjects, the simple acknowledgment of the material, expectation
of behavior of the actors, as well as the production staff, extinguishes
any hesitation that may inhibit the performance from any company
member. During “The Rape of Lucrece” at New York Shakespeare
Exchange, both the director, Cristina Lundy and myself as the Intimacy/Fight Director spoke briefly about the upcoming process, and
assured the cast they would be taken care of, as well as leave an open
door to discussions at any time. From there, the rehearsal process
opened into one of the most kind, exciting, and enjoyable rehearsal
undertakings in which I’ve participated.
3. Provide a protocol of how to address an issue.
Ask any young actor. Most would rather lick a subway pole than
tell someone who could affect their future they make the actor feel

uncomfortable. Actors are constantly told they are a dime a dozen
and can be replaced at any time. Why then, would anyone lucky
enough to get a highly coveted job or space in a class put that in
jeopardy by reporting something that could get him or her replaced?
A specific recommendation from Not In Our House Organization in Chicago is for “a clear statement to be read at each professional production’s first company meeting outlining the procedure to file
a complaint. The procedures and related contact numbers should be
prominently posted on theater and union/guild websites.”7
Often this goes further than providing office hours. Address
how to report any harassment or issues to you or the stage manager.
Empower them to take ownership of what they want their classroom
or rehearsal space to look like. If an issue occurs, make it clear how
you want it addressed.
4. Offer trigger warnings
Again, there is a lot of misinformation of what exactly a trigger
warning entails, so let’s back up and look at what a “trigger” is.
We all experience emotional triggers, through all five senses.
For example, the taste of my mom’s coconut cookies sent to me
in New York brings me right back to being a kid in my Cleveland
kitchen. However, for someone who has experienced trauma,
a trigger in this instance causes a flashback to the events of the
original trauma. Without giving prior warning, these can deeply
affect the survivor.
These warnings can be as simple as, “we are going to rehearse
the scene with domestic violence next.” Or “the video I’m about to
show includes sexual assault.” At my undergraduate school, my college campus was linked to Wright Patterson Air Force base, which
meant we had a large military population at my school. My general
education requirements were filled with active military personnel.
I remember during a history class a professor stated before a video,
“we will be showing realistic scenes of war,” and the woman next to
me took in a large breath. Now, I do not have a military background.
I do not have any specific trauma aligned with scenes of war. But that
trigger warning was not just for her. It reminded me who my fellows
were, and what some of them had experienced. I would go so far as
to say that in that moment, that warning served as a reminder to the
rest of the student population, who were privileged enough not to
have past trauma, that this exists and is a living and an active part of
a survivor’s day.
There is a huge amount of stigma associated with trigger warnings. The University of Chicago’s dean of students John Ellison even
wrote a letter to incoming freshmen this year stating “Our commitment to academic freedom means that we do not support so-called
trigger warnings”8 bolstering the narrative that these simple warnings impede the teacher’s free speech, or coddles their students.
Professor Onni Gust, in his eloquent essay “In Defense of Trigger
Warnings,” defined them as “necessary adjustments for students
who hold in their bodies one of the most prevalent and disabling of
all wounds–trauma.”9
“Big” traumas like experiencing war, rape, assault, or domestic
violence, can take years of active therapy and personal work to recover from. And even then, humans can be re-traumatized if uncared
for. In recovery, there are tools made available to the person. And
a trigger warning for those who have received help does not mean
“close your eyes and go to your happy place.” Trigger warnings
mean to breathe. They mean “use your tools.” It is not an excuse to
look away or leave class; it is an empowerment, an activation of what
you know about yourself, and what you can do to take responsibility
for your reaction. I have survived a few traumas myself since college,
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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and when I hear a warning, I at times will think about that person in
History 102, and remember to breathe.
4. Offer other resources.
If a student or performer sprains their ankle, we send them to a doctor. If a student or performer is having an emotional or psychological
issue, have resources available for them, or a place to find resources.
Perhaps one of the greatest acting teachers I had told me, “If this is
something you are still working out emotionally, don’t bring it to
acting class.” Recently a student of mine was having trouble with
the front choke because of a past experience with an ex boyfriend.
She cried the first two classes, until I took her aside and advised her
to not do the choke, and instead seek outside resources. It may be
time for her to address this issue, but the classroom is not the place.
5. Be vigilant in the assessing your classroom/rehearsal
room’s comfort.
Keep inventory of your language and actions to make sure microaggressions are lessened or eliminated from your class or rehearsals.
There are tells. Are your students maintaining eye contact? Did they
begin averting their eyes? Has the energy in the room switched? Has
someone in the room suddenly stopped engaging?

16
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Microagressions

Most of the instances that violates the safety of space I’ve been
privy to in fight work have been microaggression, a subtle but offensive comment or action directed at a minority or non-dominant
group that is often unintended or unconsciously reinforces a stereotype. Many people hear the phrase microaggression and chalk
it up to the daily buffets of living in a world of largely indifferent
people. And this isn’t untrue; microaggressions may be inevitable.
But for some portions of the population, these buffets and small
reminders of their differentness occur with far greater frequency.
In creating a safe space, you work to minimize them. Think about
running your hand across sandpaper–not a big deal. But that same
sandpaper, run across your hand a hundred, or a thousand, times,
over the course of weeks and months adds up and becomes damage or trauma.

Language

I run a weekly all female fight training night in New York called “Galhalla,” and inevitably during training the topic of less than favorable
experiences in male dominated classes comes up. By far, the most
common issues cited from co-ed classes to me has been language
used in the classroom or rehearsal space.

Terms of endearment like “honey” or “dear” may seem like creating familiarity, but it intrinsically commands the relationship of the
other to a submissive. From many sources I hear “brother” in regards
to a male student, whereas a female student will be called “dear”
or “darling.” This dichotomy places the male student in a lateral
position, and a female student in a precious, careful, or subjugated
position. Even if the person being called the nickname isn’t offended
by it, this can still be considered a microaggression, because other
students present are witness to the subjugaLEFT: A selfie taken tion of power.
That being said we are also fast approachat one of the New
ing a more open understanding that gender
York “Galhalla”
is not binary. My students and actors have
fight nights.
recently included a growing population of
trans and gender-expansive actors. Small changes to phrasing like
“both sexes” to “all sexes,” or asking the student which pronoun they
prefer, are some simple ways to help non-binary gender diversity in
your classroom. Consider not grouping and addressing “the boys”
and “the girls.” See what it does.
If the idea of addressing everyone the same sounds uncomfortable, I would suggest trying it for a day. See how many of your class or
choreography comments include derisive language. See how many
of your jokes have to do with gender or race, and take a look at that.
Take a look at why you address one student differently than another.
In general, try to stay away from language that separates, or places
anyone on a different level.
At a time when the Society of American Fight Directors is recognizing the need to include underserved populations within the
ranks, so much so that we have made the positive stride of creating
a Diversity Committee, it would be logical to extend the lens inward
not just to the SAFD as a whole but to ourselves individually as teachers and directors.10
We cannot ask our students to bring awareness to themselves and
how they affect others, if we cannot extend the same awareness to
our actions in the classroom.
I live in New York City, and perform on film sets and in large
outdoor venues and subject myself to the call outs of loud Ren fair
crowds. I travel, work, and live in non-safe spaces. And those probably wouldn’t be somewhere I would grab an acting partner and
choreograph a vulnerable scene. As Fight Master J. David Brimmer
will quote: “We don’t come to theatre for reality. If people wanted
to see reality, they’d get on the subway. People come to the theatre
for the truth.”
If anywhere deserves the title of “sanctuary” it is the sacred space
of the rehearsal room and the acting classroom. This is where we can
open ourselves to our partners and our process. This is where you
will have your work be worked, not your personage. Here is where
we take care of our own. I’ve taught, assisted and choreographed in
many types of classrooms and companies. You know what I see? We
gain courage in safe spaces. We are empowered in safe spaces. We
fear failure less in safe spaces. I know that if I am creating something
in a safe space, I will be judged on my merit, and on what is happening in the room, and not by my gender, race, or otherwise.
And indeed, looking back, the places I have grown most in
my artistic life have been those I have been free to express myself
without judgment of my sex or identity, and given responsible
tools for intimate work. And it is in these safe spaces that I have
seen some of the most daring, dangerous, and important art in my
creative life made. That old adage, “What would you attempt to do
if you knew you could not fail?” rings for me in a safe space–“what
would you attempt to do if you knew you wouldn’t be undermined

by what you have been undermined by your entire life?” In a safe
space, that is what you give to your actors, your students, and your
fellow artists.
Additional Resources available online
at the following websites:
http://www.intimacydirectorsinternational.com/
https://www.genderspectrum.org/
http://www.glsen.org/safespace
https://www.rainn.org
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Fighting
With Fiore
Adapting his 14th century Flower
of Battle for stage and screen
By Allen Johnson (AC)

M

“Whoever wants to see fencing as one beautiful song
Should study this book that the scholar Fiore has made:
Which book is called the Flower of Battle.” —Fiore de’i Liberi’s
“Flower of Battle”, Pisani Dossi version, translation by Michael Chidester 1

any of us are familiar with the wide variety of fighting styles that are
attached to classic Eastern Martial Arts. Within those specific disciplines, many have additional forms that are depicted with delightful
flair and given names such as “tiger,” “crane,” “snake,” and so forth.
Each of these fighting styles has a distinct look with its own set of
techniques taught by their respective masters. While this is fairly
common in Eastern Martial Arts, many stage combatants are unaware of stylistic differences that are used within European Medieval
and Renaissance Martial Arts. We can find many of these disciplines
taught in period fight books and other instruction manuals, preserved from ages past. As these techniques were clearly intended to
be used for real life and death encounters, we as performers can gain
a huge amount of insight from them on how violent encounters were
fought and what these Masters of the Art taught their followers. By
analyzing who these individuals were and what they wrote, along
with a close analysis of their specific weapons, guards and postures,
as well as specific plays (combative scenarios), we can better understand how to add these unique styles to our skill set.

Master Fiore

One of these Masters (and the one on which this article will focus)
was Fiore de’i Liberi, hailing from the Friulian region of northeast
Italy. Fiore was born in the 1340’s and died in 1420, with his era of
influence being from about 1383-14102. Evidence suggests that he
trained with numerous Italian and German swordmasters before
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Another unique aspect of the Fiore texts is
how the material is laid out on the page. Sections
typically start with the illustration of a Master
(presumably Fiore himself) wearing a golden
crown, demonstrating stances, guards, or dispensing bits of wisdom on the particular weapon
or style currently being addressed. He will then
move on to what he calls a “Remedy Master”
(organized into First Remedy Master, Second
Remedy Master, and so forth), in which he will
demonstrate a way to counter a type of attack. The
reader is able to easily identify who is performing
the technique described by the golden crown being worn by one of the combatants illustrated. In
many cases, he adds a “Counter” or a “Scholar” to
the “remedy,” which is a way to reverse the move
he just taught. Again, one can look to the images
to see who is performing the technique by the
presence of a gold crown, or more commonly
in the counters and scholars, a gold garter tied
below the knee.
Fiore furthers his instruction by teaching a
counter to the scholar, which is a counter-counter.
In this remarkable pattern, he illustrates a style of
fighting that is not simply a collection of single
move tricks, but a form that accurately reflects
real fighting with the chess match of moves and
Fiore’s “Seven
counter moves, each transitioning from one to
Swords” segno
the other. This martial art shouldn’t be thought of
from the Pisanias “sword fighting.” It’s a fight, and at this point
Dossi version
there might be swords. Very quickly it can transithat demonstrates
tion from swords to daggers and grappling or any
cuts and teaches
other combination, and the true warrior must be
basic principals
prepared for all of it.
of combat.
Across the four manuals many of the sections
and techniques remain consistent and nearly
identical, with only slight variations. There are
some, however, that are completely unique to
putting his own approach together in book format3. His encounters their respective volume. For instance, only the Getty manual teaches
involved duels and ambushes as well as wars. He not only served a Fifth Scholar of the Sixth Remedy of Dagger, while the other veras a swordmaster, but was also employed as a Magistrate and a sions do not contain this particular technique. Occasionally, the
text may refer to sections that do not exist in our known copies. The
mercenary4.
We currently have four texts that can be attributed to Fiore. While reason for their omission is unknown. As this is a true martial art,
they all have overlapping material, no two are identical5. Thus, a the instruction is not limited to a single weapon. Fiore’s methods are
cross analysis of all four of these texts, (as well as works of those who suitable for personal self-defense, judicial or arranged duels, as well
clearly were either trained by Fiore or were well acquainted with his as war. The disciplines or fighting scenarios Fiore covers are as folwork, like Philippo Vadi) will provide the richest understanding of lows: Grappling, Baton, Dagger (both Dagger vs. dagger and Dagger
this martial art. The four individual Fiore texts are commonly known vs. unarmed), Sword vs. dagger, Sword in one hand, Sword in two
as: Morgan (pre-1404 ?), Getty (1404 ?), Pisani Dossi or Novati hands, Sword in armor, Poleaxe, Spear, Mounted fencing, Spear vs.
cavalry, Sword vs. spear, Spear and dagger vs. spear.
(1409), and Florius or Paris (1410-20).

His Writings

His Weapons

One of the unique aspects of Fiore’s manuals is that they were intend- While these manuals contain a wide spectrum of weapons that would
ed to be read from beginning to end. While this may not seem novel, be impossible to cover here, we will focus on three scenarios most
many other period fight books contain a collection of techniques commonly used in stage combat training; grappling, dagger, and
but do not attempt to organize them in a serious sequential pattern. longsword. While these weapons are quite common and presumably
Fiore’s texts builds techniques and principals upon each other as one understood by all, a deeper look at the actual tools used by Fiore is
moves through the teachings The flip side of this is that if someone important. Fundamental design differences can alter how, or if, the
picks up Fiore and attempts to perform the moves simply based on accompanying techniques can be performed.
a chosen image, description, or any previous conceptions, there is a
The grappling seen in Fiore is fairly representative of most megood chance they will be doing it wrong, or at least, not as intended. dieval wrestling instruction. It emphasizes controlling the stand
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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The Twelve Guards
Fiore includes twelve Masters or posta (guards)
from which one can parry, attack or counter-attack.
These guards are not only used for longsword, but
some are present in many of the other weapon
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Macall B. Polay, courtesy of HBO Media

up fight in order to move the opponent into position for a lock or a throw. The prevailing thought
being that a hard throw or joint lock will likely
cause a break, or stun an opponent long enough
to escape, use strikes with
impunity, or finish them off right: In this
with a weapon6.
sample from the
The dagger seen in Fiore Getty version of
is likely a bit different than Fiore, the
what most stage combatants crowned Master
encounter. It is not a cross- begins his
hilted, diamond shaped blade demonstration
that one commonly sees, nor of a technique.
is it a slender off-hand dagger BELOW: In this
typical to Renaissance rapier sample from the
fencing. The type of dagger Pisani-Dossi
used by Fiore is typically iden- version of Fiore,
tified in modern times as a the combatant
rondel. The hilt and pommel with the gold
are simple round discs with garter at the
a stiff triangular or square knee is
blade, which is frequently performing the
edgeless. This weapon was action described
extremely popular all over in the text.
Europe, as it is serviceable
against both armored and unarmored opponents7. It is also possible These measurements are averages, as swords are supposed to be
that some of the knives could be of the ballock dagger (also termed crafted according to the user’s height and reach, and thus varied
kidney daggers) type as well. Most of these had at least one sharp from person to person. It’s also worth noting that the sword used
edge and no hilt, save for small lobe shaped knobs.
in Fiore’s “Sword in one hand” section is also a longsword and not
Fiore’s longsword is a common design for this region and era. a “single hand-arming” sword. Attempts to perform some of these
The blade is likely of the XVa variety, according to the Oakeshott techniques with clunky, heavy, poorly balanced longsword props
Typology8, with a wide ricasso, tapering to a very sharp point. This may lead to difficulty in achieving the desired results.
design lends itself well to the demands of needing a fast, nimble
sword for unarmored self-defense as well as a stiff point for work- His Guards and Postures
ing in half-sword against armored opponents. The length would When attempting to perform a specific accent or dialect it is not
typically be about 42˝–48˝ inches with a weight of around 3.5 lbs. enough to only accent a few words here and there to give the “flavor.”
Switching back and forth between one’s natural
inflection and a performed accent is distracting,
confusing and essentially lazy. Such is also the case
when using period martial arts in performances.
If one seeks to give the audience an authentic
experience, it is not enough to simply sprinkle
in a few authentic techniques here and there and
round out the rest with generic sword bash play.
While it’s agreed that not every production needs
authentic and realistic swordplay, when one does
endeavor to do so, commit to it as you would an
attempt at maintaining an accurate accent or dialect. With that, many of the stances, postures and
guards used by Fiore are a distinct “dialect” that
is different than what stage combatants typically
encounter in basic longsword (“Broadsword”)
curriculums. For these techniques and movements
to make sense and work, one needs to understand
how the body is held and moves through them.
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variations as well. With each guard, Fiore supplements the image
with information about the guard’s attributes and informs the reader
on what guards it can “break” or counter. He classifies his guards
into three categories, stabile (stable), instabile, (instable), and pulsativa
(pulsing or striking). Stabile implies that these are secure positions
to fight from. Instabile suggests that these postures are transitional
positions that one passes through when executing techniques. The
pulsativa guards are ones in which your intention is to first deflect or
strike the opponent’s attacking blade. The
twelve basic guards and their accompanying types are as follows, along with their
commonly used English translations9:

Posture
Another unique aspect to Fiore’s art is that
he will adjust his posture and the way a
fighter’s weight is balanced between their
feet. The “forward” stance is where the
majority of the weight
is carried on the lead
LEFT: A fighter
foot. In these instances,
from the Pisanithe rear foot is almost
Dossi version
always shown with the
performs an
heel off of the ground.
elbow lock.
The other is the “rear ”
BELOW: A view
stance where the weight
of the dagger
is shifted to the back foot
typically used in
and the lead foot’s heel is
Fiore’s manuals;
raised10. Pay close attenfrom the Florius
tion to the foot position
version.
and the angle of the legs
in the images to determine which stance is
being used. In addition, many times the feet
will be both facing the opponent, where as
other times the lead foot might be placed
perpendicular to the opponent’s line of
attack. These small adjustments can make
the difference between a properly executed
attack and confusion.

Three Plays

In the following space we will demonstrate a series of three different “plays,” or zogho, that show how Fiore’s principals flow
from a defensive posture, to attack, counter-attack, and then a
counter-counter. Keeping with the more commonly used scenarios in stage combat, plays in grappling, dagger and longsword
will be shown.

Stabile (Stable)
Posta breve (Short guard)
Coda lunga distesa (Long lying
tail guard)
Dente di chinghiale (Boar’s tooth)
Posta di dente chinghiale mezana
(Middle boar’s tooth guard)
Porta di ferro mezana (Middle iron
door)
Instabile (Instable)
Posta longa (Long guard)
Posta di finestra (Guard of the window)
Posta frontale (Crown guard)
Posta di bicorno (Two-Horned guard)
Pulsativa (Pulsing or Striking)
Tutta porta di ferro (Total iron door, or
more commonly just, Iron door)
Posta di donna (Guard of the woman)
Both left and right versions
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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ABOVE LEFT: A modern
training version of a Type XVa
longsword, crafted by Castille
Armory. ABOVE RIGHT: A
modern training version of the
rondel dagger, crafted by
Castille Armory.
(castillearmory.com)
RIGHT: Fiore’s longsword was
nimble and light, capable of
both lethal cuts and thrusts.

The Art of
Adaptation

When adapting a book or story
into script format, the astute
writer must know what elements
to keep, alter, or get rid of entirely. Such is the case in adapting
historic martial arts for stage
and screen. As we well know, but
should never understate, the biggest issue is keeping the performers safe. Many things can be done
to ensure this, from the “casting”
of blows to displace the energy
of the attack, to making sure tips
and thrusts are performed off the
line of attack. Being intimately familiar with the fighting art will also
allow you to know how to adjust in order to keep your scene partners
safe. For instance, knowing that in an arm bar situation, keeping
the thumb oriented up is a sure way to cause an immense about of
damage to the elbow joint. Understanding that an escape of the arm
bar can include the turning of the hand so the thumb is to the side or
downward, is a small adjustment that can be made to the action and
not hurt our fellow performers.
There seems to be a misconception that period fighting styles
are more dangerous and cannot be executed safely on stage or
screen. In reality, there is little difference in risk factor than what
might be considered “traditional” stage combat techniques. Failure to maintain “communication” between scene partners during
a performed fight is just as dangerous in a classic fanciful swashbuckling sequence as it would be in the most rigid interpretation
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of Spanish Destreza. Having performers who are ill-prepared, or
instructors that are less familiar with the material, is just as dangerous when performing a traditional “broadsword” sequence as
it would be if incorporating Fiore’s style of swordplay. Safety in
the execution of any period techniques require dedication in study
and training, just as it does with any previously taught approach
to staged violence.
The other prevailing concern with using historic martial arts is
that it might not “tell the story” as well as some of our classic stage
and screen fighting styles. As with the safety issues, this all comes
back to being dedicated to understanding the material and not
only how it’s performed, but why it’s performed in this manner. For
instance, making simple use of the aforementioned stance variance
in Fiore’s guards can convey a sense of aggression or confidence in a
forward stance, or reluctance or possibly deception in a rear stance.

1

4

1 – The Defender (left) and the Attacker
(right) close to grapple.
2 – The Attacker passes forward to grab
the Defender’s collar with her right hand.
The Defender seizes the Attacker’s right
wrist with his right hand.
3 – The Defender pulls the Attacker in by
her wrist and grips the Attacker behind
her neck.
4 – The Attacker forces the Defender’s

3

5

6

Grappling

2

7

hand off her wrist with her left hand by a
push at the Defender’s elbow.
5 – The Attacker snakes her arm across the
Defender’s neck while stepping behind
him. She starts to pull the Defender
backwards while reaching to grab the
Defender’s knee.
Insert 1 – If this action were to continue,
the Attacker would pull up on the
Defender’s knee while pushing back
across the Defender’s chest and throw him

8

over her leg. (Fiore’s Third Scholar of
Grappling)
6 – Instead, the Defender counters the
grab for his leg by drawing it back and
seizing the upper body of the Attacker.
7 - The Defender uses the forward
momentum of the Attacker to feed into his
turn. Grasping the Attacker…
8 – the Defender throws the Attacker into
the ground.
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1

3

4

6

5

Dagger

1 – The Defender (left) waits in a low
crossed shield guard as the Attacker
(right) advances. Both fighters have a
reverse grip on their rondels.
2 – The Attacker passes forward with a
downward stab at the head of the
Defender. The Defender starts to close and
raises his dagger in the crossed shield
guard and deflects the blow up and
slightly to the Defender’s right.
3 – As the Defender advances he wraps his

24

2

left arm…
4 - around the Attacker’s right arm at the
elbow*. (*Safety Notice! If the technique is
used in a real violent encounter, the
Defender would pin the top of his forearm
against the outside of the Attacker’s
elbow and pull in. For staged violence the
Defender should wrap the Attacker’s arm
just above the elbow, closer to the bicep,
allowing more mobility in the Attacker’s
elbow joint.)
Dagger Insert 1 – If this action were to
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7

continue, the Defender would pin the
Attacker’s elbow tight and quickly turn
out- resulting in a hyperextension, break
or possibly driving the Attacker to the
ground. (Fiore’s Seventh Remedy Master
of Dagger)
5 – Instead, the Attacker counters the arm
lock by reaching over and gripping his
own right wrist.
6 – The Attacker completes the counter by
pulling down on his right arm…
7 – and forcing the Defender to the ground.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

LOngSWOrD

1. the Defender (left) stands in total iron
Door as the Attacker (right) advances in
Boar’s tooth.
2. the Attacker passes forward with a
thrust. the Defender deflects the trust off
to the side and down to the Defender’s left.
3. the Defender begins to advance to
perform a false edge rising cut…
4. the Attacker stops the cut by quickly
advancing and stifling the cut with a push

to the Defender’s elbow.
insert 1. if this action were to continue, the
Attacker would continue to push the
Defender to the Attacker’s right, free his
sword and strike the Defender in the face
with the pommel.
5. instead, the Defender let’s go of his
pommel…
6. and seizes the Attacker’s hilt. Quickly,
the Defender winds both weapons over to
the other side as he starts to move behind
the Attacker.

8

9

7. Once the weapons clear their bodies,
the Defender slips his blade behind the
Attacker’s and complete the move to get
behind the Attacker.
8. the Defender moves his left arm behind
the Attacker and pulls the sword towards
them.
9. the Defender grips his blade in halfsword and pulls the edge to the Attacker’s
neck while pinning the Attacker’s weapon
down with his right hand.* (*Safety note!
For a serious violent encounter, the edge
would be ground into the neck. For staged
violence, place the blade flat against your
partner’s chest to avoid the edge in the
neck and to avoid ramming the point of
the hilt into the Attacker’s ribs.)
10. the Defender completes the counter
by forcing the Attacker back into a throw
over the Defender’s knee.
insert 2. Fiore completes this counter
in his Close Plays, Fifth Scholar to the
Fourth remedy.
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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If one takes the time to read Fiore’s text and not just
dwell on the images, one can glean a delightful amount
of character, attitude and essence from his lines. “I am
certainly prepared in order to cast you down into the earth. And
I will give many evils to your head, if it remains because of courage.” (Florius translation, Second Scholar of the Fourth
Remedy of Dagger)11

summary

Fiore’s techniques didn’t emerge in a vacuum. People
relied on these techniques to keep them alive, and the
martial validity of these actions is preserved in these
texts. What a wealth it is that we can have literally
hundreds of such manuals at our fingertips12, waiting
to tell their stories to the world through our interpretations of them. To adapt them to our skill sets will
take a great deal of time and effort on our part, but
what a joy it is to be transported back to a bygone era
not only through word, set, costume and story, but
through action as well. It is hoped that this very brief
glimpse into the immense world of historic martial
arts, and specifically the work of Fiore, will inspire
directors, choreographers and performers to take it
upon themselves to look to it for another “accent” to
add to their toolboxes. May we never stop striving to
learn and improve our craft.

the Master
demonstrates the
“Boar’s tooth”
guard with a
forward stance—
note his rear heel
is raised.
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in the getty version of
Fiore, the Master
demonstrates the
“guard of the Woman”
using the rear stance—
note his forward heel
is raised.
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Stage vs. Street

A Comparison of Choreographed Violence
and the Urban Martial Art By Stephen Louis
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Preceding page and
right: In each of these
images, Stephen Louis
and Troy Beckman (AC)
demonstrate several
iconic Krav Maga
defenses.

K

rav Maga, sometimes called MMA for the Streets, literally translates from Hebrew to “Contact Combat,” and
that roughly sums up what Krav Maga is. Originally
developed for the Israeli Defense Forces in the 1940s,
Krav finds its roots in several other martial arts including
Akido, Judo, and Boxing, and is famous for being one of the most
brutal, aggressive martial arts practiced today. The term “Martial
art” may, however, be somewhat of a misnomer, being that Krav is
technically a self-defense system and is not generally considered to
contain much artistry, if any at all.
This complete abandonment of artistry was a concern of mine
when I began studying Krav Maga a few months ago. I was concerned
that the brutality and grit that define Krav would actually harm my
ability to serve as a successful stage combatant and choreographer, but over the past few
months have found that the opposite is actually
true. Krav Maga has given me a deeper and more
meaningful understanding of the principles
that separate stage combat from actual combat.
First, let’s cover the similarities they share.
Both require an acute sense of one’s surround- The international
ings. On stage this becomes important when symbol of Krav
dealing with other actors, props, scenery, Maga, from Krav
furniture, and even the lip of the stage. In real Maga Worldwide.
combat scenarios, it’s paramount to be aware
of the possibility of multiple assailants as well as the best method
of escape from your current location. Both also rely on what is
sometimes referred to as the Agreement to Violence or the Violent
Contract, which states that once violence has been initiated, all
fundamental rules of interpersonal communication are changed.
On stage, for instance, if one character has attacked another, the
violence can’t just stop, dialogue cannot just simply resume, the
setting cannot just de-escalate to the cordial unless something has
fundamentally changed about the situation. In Krav this translates to
a complete erasure of the rules, including the belief that one should
respond with equal or lesser force. Essentially, if an assailant has
jeopardized my personal safety, then I will continue to strike until
the threat has been completely neutralized. This becomes especially
evident if life-threatening force has been employed. If that same
assailant has attacked me with a knife, I’m going to make sure they
not only don’t get to use their knife anymore, I’m going to make sure
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they don’t get to use their arm anymore. In both stage combat and
real combat situations, violence is the ultimate escalation of conflict.
There are several major differences between the two, however,
which are best summarized in the following statement: if stage
combatants are trying to create an interesting story, Kravists are
trying to create the least interesting story of all time. For instance,
one of the core innovations of Krav Maga is that its practitioners
defend and strike their opponent simultaneously, meaning that if
someone swings a knife at me, I’m going to try to not only block the
knife, but I’m also going to shoot my other hand forward in an attempt to take their attention away from their weapon, whether I’m
striking the nose, the jaw, the neck, or the eyes. This would make
a terrible dramatic scene, though, and not just because I’m trying
to shatter my adversary’s nose. The dramatic problem is that the
audience can’t follow, and therefore cannot understand, the action.
Multiple things are happening at the exact same time, and the story
gets blurry, which is exactly the point of Krav Maga fighting. If an
audience wouldn’t know where to look, then my attacker certainly
won’t, giving me the advantage in forming a counterattack.
A
second difference is highlighted in the use of the eyes, especially
regarding how they shape character and intention. In a staged fight,
my partner and I will often exchange looks, not only as a means
of communicating technical information such as the readiness to
strike, but also to help communicate character. Kravists are taught,
however, to look at the torso, from which point I can see my opponent’s hands and feet in my immediate peripheral field, and interpret
their body movements more accurately. This makes character hard
to communicate, but in a real fight, I don’t really care about that. My
goal is to neutralize my opponent and escape with as few injuries
as possible. I don’t need to keep informing my attacker of this fact,
so I’m going to use my eyes instead to actually help me accomplish
my goal. Even the Agreement to Violence develops differently for
characters than for Kravists. While a fight may progressively escalate
between characters as attacks become more and more vicious, there
is no progression for Kravists. They will attempt to avoid violence at
all costs, but once it has been initiated, nothing is held back. A staged
fight might be likened to a slow, tenseful build from 0-60 MPH,
while Kravists would floor the accelerator as soon as the engine is
rolling. Once again, a less fulfilling story.
A final difference is how characters respond to the idea of pain
versus how Kravists respond. Characters, being realistic portrayals

of real people, attempt to avoid pain as much as possible, and the
only thing potentially more important than striking my partner’s
character is not letting my own character get hit. Kravists train
to rid themselves of this aversion. If the assailant has a knife and
is slashing at me, I’m going to move in to disarm and neutralize
them. Now this might mean my forearms are going to get a couple
of cuts and scrapes, but that’s a lot better than getting a knife in the
belly. Along the same lines, if I have a bad bruise on my ribcage from
recent training, and my assailant lands a blow there, I’m going to
do my absolute best not to let them know they hurt me. If I let them
know that I’m in a pain or that I’m tired or have an injury, then I’ve
given them something to exploit. By refusing to show weakness, I
psychologically assert that I will not let myself be the victim.
All of this makes horrible storytelling. After all, we love seeing
characters respond to a scrape on the arm, or dodge out of the way
of a knife slash, or let out a gasp as they’re struck at previously established weak point, and we definitely love the interplay between
the lion of the fight and the mouse of the fight and how those roles
can shift between the characters. Kravists want to unflinchingly be
the lion. They’ll even do drills to normalize the sensation of being
struck, trading blows between partners as they smash each other in
the solar plexus with their gloves. They then learn to blitz their opponent, striking continuously until neutralization, even if it means
they get a couple of bruises doing so. This is why fights including a
Kravist are often much shorter than other fights: the Kravist isn’t
afraid of getting hit, which means they’re not afraid to strike as soon
as they see an opening.
Variety, or the lack thereof, also plays a role in defining these
combat systems. In stage combat, we use a mix of techniques in order
to keep the fight interesting to the human eye. Krav Maga does not
indulge this luxury. As an example, it may not be very visually interesting to throw one’s knee into their opponent’s stomach 13 times
in a row, but it sure is effective. In fact, there aren’t even that many
techniques in Krav Maga, because the techniques it employs work
well enough already. There is a saying that goes “There is no such
thing as advanced Krav Maga. There is only basic Krav Maga under
more stressful circumstances.” And this makes sense. If something is
working, why stop doing it just because it’s the same thing as before?
So what does any of this matter to stage combatants and Fight
Directors? It would appear that the only applicable similarity would
be basic safety concerns. The utility of learning both is that they serve

as diametric negative demonstrations of the other, in both technical
and philosophical aspects. Practically speaking, I understand how
to respond to a knife swing as both a character and as a combatant
because I understand how each would respond. Or if I were choreographing for a character who is an experienced Kravist, I would
know how to translate their technique and approach more than I
would otherwise. More than these small improvements, however,
are the profound artistic implications that come with being able to
appreciate the two systems.
As audiences become desensitized to theatrical violence, it is important to realize that our choreography does not necessarily need to
become increasingly brutal to keep up. We are not trying to create an
actual fight. For many in the fight world, and (more dangerously) many
out of it, there is always the siren’s call of what Uta Hagen referred
to as “Naturalism,” or “the unselective imitation of life” (50). Many
believe that creating a “more real” fight results in a better, truer fight.
Krav Maga refutes this ideal entirely, proving that a real fight would
actually be a much worse fight to watch. Yes, it might be interesting
to watch a Kravist take someone down in four seconds and then
escape, but it sure isn’t a good, or truthful story. In the end, we must
understand that Stage Combat is a martial art without martial intent,
and that Krav Maga is a martial art without artistry. By studying both,
one allows themself to reaffirm the principles and teachings of the
other. Understanding the delicate balance between the two and how
they complement each other helps to make Stage Combatants better
Kravists and Kravists better Stage Combatants.
Sources Cited

Hagen, Uta. “The Human Techniques.” A Challenge for the Actor. New York:
Scribner’s, 1991. 50. Print.

on YouTube: goo.gl/iKLiR
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Girl
In
The
Red
Corner
	Bringing MMA to the Stage

and Fight Training to the
New Play Development Process

By Stephen Spotswood
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Building Our Team

Even as I was writing the first draft of the play, I knew one of the biggest challenges would be the fighting. How do we create a theatrically
exciting but still true-to-life visual language for mixed martial arts?
And how do we do it in a tight black box theatre, where the audience
will be on three sides of the playing space and only a few feet from
the actors?
Our success started with the unique model under which The
Welders operates. The company produces one show by each member
playwright (currently there are 7) before passing the entire organization, from board to bank account, on to a new group of artists. I’m a
member of the second generation of the company and Girl In The Red
Corner was our first production. During the pre-production, rehearsal, and production process, I was the Lead Producing Playwright—
ostensibly the artistic director. Every decision that impacted the
show was signed off on by me. This structure is designed to allow
playwrights complete control of a production. It also allows us to
customize our team and our process to fit the needs of each new play.
My first move was to recruit Amber Paige McGinnis, a whipsmart director with a background in dance. I’d worked with Amber
the year before on The Last Burlesque—another highly-physical,
spectacle-infused new play. Not only did we work well together, but
she had a keen eye for using movement to drive narrative and creating captivating stage pictures using actors’ bodies.
Together we tapped Cliff Williams as fight director. Along with
his wealth of experience crafting physical violence on stage, Cliff ’s
resume includes a host of acting gigs. The result is an artist with a
creative mind who ensures actors are taken care of in terms of safety
and training and that every element of a fight helps build the narrative of the play.
It also helped to have actors who were game for an extended,
very physical, rehearsal process. All five of our actors came with
heavy movement backgrounds, and a couple had actual combat
sport experience. We made sure at the start they knew what they
were getting into. When we held auditions earlier that spring, we
spelled out in the notice that everyone in the cast—four women and
one man—would be asked to take some sort of mixed martial arts
lessons, paid for by The Welders, in preparation for rehearsal. The
script required all five actors to be involved in an intense fight scene
at some point during the play.
Exactly what those classes would look like, who would run
them, and how many we would arrange, was a question we had yet
to answer.

Teresa Castracane

O

n the mat, Jay Ferrari was working through
a series of jiu jitsu holds using the one male
actor in our cast as a grappling dummy. Even
though the actor, Nick Aliff, was bigger by
about six inches and a hundred pounds, Jay
manipulated him like a ragdoll. He flowed
from one hold to another, showing how each
can be broken, how the tables can be turned to allow the other
fighter to gain advantage. Using words like “mount,” “half-mount,”
“leg-lock,” and “guillotine,” Jay—the owner of Capital MMA, a
mixed martial arts gym in Takoma Park, MD—demonstrated how
position, leverage, and patience can succeed where brute force fails.
“Fights are rarely won with one dramatic hit,” he said. “It’s the little
victories.”
When he finished with the demonstration, I pulled fight director
Cliff Williams to the side. “That’s how I think we should end the big
fight,” I told him. “That flow was perfect. Can we do that?”
Cliff nodded. “Yeah. That was great. Give me a minute to work it
out.” A few minutes later, he was on the mat, working with our actors, breaking down the grappling flow Jay had just showed us into
safe, replicable moves. In less than fifteen minutes, we had a rough
sketch of what would be the physical climax of the show, a moment
that had been eluding us for weeks.
The scene took place in Capital MMA’s basement training room
about four weeks into rehearsal for the world premiere of my play
Girl In The Red Corner, which was produced in November 2016 in
Washington, DC by The Welders playwrights’ collective. It’s the
story of Halo, a woman fresh off a dead-end marriage and stuck
in a series of go-nowhere jobs who signs up for mixed martial arts
(MMA) lessons. Her struggles outside the gym—abuse at her new
job, an alcoholic mother, a sister fighting to hold on to a floundering
marriage—begin to inform what she’s learning in her training. By
the end, one world has bled fully into the other and Halo’s fight inside the ring becomes indistinguishable from her fight outside it. To
drive that theme home, the entirety of the play takes place inside the
octagon—the caged ring where professional MMA fights are held.
This day at Capital MMA was representative of our rehearsal
process: immersing ourselves in the environment where much of
the story of the play takes place; experiencing actual mixed martial
arts techniques; then figuring out how to translate them onto the
stage. Not only did this method result in a series of stunning fight
scenes, but it allowed me to transform the script into a stronger,
leaner piece of theatre.

Actors from left to right: Jennifer J
Hopkins (Brinn), Audrey Bertaux (Halo),
Lisa Hodsol (Terry), Nick Aliff (Warren) in
The Welder’s production of Girl in the Red
Corner, written by Stephen Spotswood,
directed by Amber Paige McGinnis, with
fight director Cliff Williams.
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Stepping Onto The Mat

The first two weeks of rehearsals were split evenly between fight
training and script work. During training days, the actors were working with either Cliff or Jay. Jay tutored them in basic striking and led
them in exercises designed to improve fighter stamina and coordination. Cliff worked with them to create a collection of MMA-style
stage combat moves that we could piece together later.
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Meanwhile, I was deep into ABOVE: Actors from left to
rewrites. I’d walked into our first right: Maggie Donnelly (Gina)
read with a script that included as and Audrey Bertaux (Halo)
much stylized movement as it did training in MMA to better
straight-out fight scenes. As the inhabit their characters.
story shifted to something leaner OPPOSITE: Subjects: Fight
and grittier, so did the movement director Cliff Williams with
aspect of the play. Slow-motion actors Audrey Bertaux (Halo)
scenes that were written more as and Lisa Hodsol (Terry). Here,
dance than fight choreography Lisa is executing a rear naked
fell away. It became increasingly chokehold on Audrey.
clear that the story called for as
realistic a depiction of MMA as we could manage and that much of
the dramatic weight of the play would rest on our success.
Even though it’s a play about fighting, there are only three actual
fight scenes: a sparring scene between Halo and her trainer, Gina;
a cage match between Gina and an opponent; and the penultimate
scene of the play—Halo’s first fight.
Much of the MMA in the play actually lives in the training scenes
between Halo and Gina. Like our actors, Halo is learning the basics
of MMA from the ground up. We discovered pretty quickly that the
best way to show MMA training on stage was to actually do it.
Scenes where Halo was throwing kick after kick into a suitcase
pad held by Gina came straight out of training sessions with Jay.
Audrey Bertaux, the actor playing Halo, got so good at kicking
that Cliff eventually had her switch to her weak leg. By the time
we got into tech, she’d mastered kicking with both legs and had
to make a concerted effort to appear less competent than she
actually was.
One day I arrived at Capital MMA an hour into rehearsal and
found Audrey hammering the heavy bag as Jay called out punches:

Above: Amanda Lomax

At the same time we were going about the traditional process of
finding our cast and designers, other members of The Welders were
looking for ways to engage DC’s MMA community. The goal was
not only to build interest in the play, but to create relationships that
I could lean on to help improve the script. When I’d written the play
I had several friends who trained and fought MMA that I relied on
as resources and beta-readers. But I was still very aware that I was
an outsider to the culture and the sport.
This is how we found Jay Ferrari.
Jay has a background in theatre and journalism, having studied
at the Second City Training Center in Chicago. He began training
in mixed martial arts—eventually settling on Brazilian jiu-jitsu—as
a way to stay in shape. The training became teaching and, when he
realized that he could make a living while wearing a gi all day, he
founded the Takoma Park branch of Capital MMA.
Not only did Jay sign on as our MMA consultant, but he offered
free classes to anyone involved in the production through the entire
rehearsal process and run of the show. He also allowed us to have
the occasional rehearsal in the basement training room of his gym.
This relationship with Jay and Capital MMA not only changed the
way we were able to prepare actors and build fight scenes, but gave
me the tools and the perspective to strengthen the script in ways that
would likely not have been possible otherwise.

“Jab, jab, jab-cross, jab-cross-hook, jab-cross-hook. Hook. Hook.
Hook. Really slam the door with that hook!”
She began working the same combo as Maggie Donnelly (Gina)
held punching mitts, with Maggie circling the room and Audrey following. That night I went home and rewrote a scene in Act Two. In
the scene, Gina and Halo are sparring, punctuating each hit with the
sexist, denigrating names they’d been called throughout their life.
I replaced the sparring with what I’d seen in rehearsal earlier that
day. The new movement of Halo punching and Gina catching was
simpler, purer, and far easier for the actors to build on. It became one
of the most well-received scenes in the play, resulting in mid-scene
applause nearly every night.
This immersion into mixed martial arts wasn’t limited to our
cast. I went to my first conditioning class shortly before rehearsals
began. I was joined by Audrey and our stage manager, Laura Wood.
Stacey, the trainer who led the class with cheerful ruthlessness,
set up a circuit in the parking lot behind the gym. In ninety degree
heat we transitioned from burpees to push-ups to tire throws to
half a dozen other grueling exercises. After that we partnered
up and worked on footwork and defensive stances. Audrey and I
danced in circles around each other, fists up, trying to get inside
each other’s reach.
A few days later, I went to my first Muay Thai class. Wearing
borrowed training gloves, I learned to throw a jab-cross combo in
between punishing rounds of push-ups and sit-ups. By the end, it was
all I could do to stay upright and remember left from right.
As I went into the first round of rewrites, that experience made
its way into the script. Throughout Act One, Halo does sit-ups, burpees, jumps rope, holds a plank, and mixes up her jabs and crosses.
Not only did it add to the authenticity of what a beginner in MMA
would experience, but the mindless, grueling repetition strongly

paralleled what was going on in Halo’s home life, strengthening the
play’s overarching themes.

Improving Our Ground Game

While I’d seen plenty of fights online, I didn’t make it to my first live
MMA event until shortly before auditions. It was held in a cavernous
room in Ashburn, Virginia that, when it wasn’t hosting fights, was
an indoor shooting range.
At the time, I wasn’t well-versed in grappling. When fights went
to the mat I reacted like a lot of other people in the audience: I just
wanted them to get up and start hitting each other again. But this is
the element of MMA that sets it apart from combat sports like boxing or Muay Thai. Even if I didn’t properly appreciate it, I recognized
that we needed it in the show.
By the time we went into rehearsals, I had one scene late in Act
Two that had Halo engaging in a grappling lesson with Gina while
simultaneously having an argument with her mother. While I told
myself that one informed the themes of the other, in retrospect I
likely combined the two scenes because I didn’t trust that grappling
could be theatrically interesting.
Three weeks into rehearsal, the two scenes had been uncoupled.
Halo’s conversation with her mother was its own scene—an emotional linchpin of the play. The grappling scene was still there, but
was essentially a placeholder with no set dialogue. I half expected it
would end up getting cut before tech. I certainly didn’t expect grappling to play a role in the climactic fight.
Almost as an afterthought, we asked Jay to demonstrate some
grappling moves. I’d read up on jiu jitsu and judo—learned how
the disciplines were about incremental changes in position and
leverage. But to see it demonstrated four feet in front of me on the
training mat at Capital MMA was a revelation. Grappling wasn’t
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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just a necessary component to any realistic depiction of MMA, it
had the potential to be the most dramatic component.
“It’s such a chess match,” Jay said of jiu jitsu. “It’s a constant
puzzle. There’s a counter for every counter. To the untrained eye, it
just looks like people are rolling around or slugging it out, but it’s so
nuanced, so strategic.”
The emotional core of Girl In The Red Corner lies with Halo and
her sister—one is fighting to change her circumstances, the other is
fighting just has hard to cling to the status quo. Jiu jitsu, with its combatants locked together on the ground using every ounce of strength
to gain the smallest bit of leverage was the perfect representation of
the heart of the play.
It was also visually remarkable. I’d never seen anything like
it on stage, and certainly not with female actors. It evoked a desperation and brutality that stand-up fights never quite reached.
It was also easily translatable to the stage. Cliff only needed a few
minutes to adapt what Jay demonstrated. Some escapes designed to
bring as much pain as possible to an opponent were shifted to cause
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ABOVE: MMA consultant Jay Ferrari demonstrates a grappling
move on actor Nick Aliff. Around him (left to right) are stage
manager Laura Wood, Audrey Bertaux (Halo), and Maggie
Donnelly (Gina). OPPOSITE: Actors from top to bottom: Jennifer
J. Hopkins (Brinn) and Audrey Bertaux (Halo), demonstrating
that grappling and floor work can make for an effective combat
performance.

less pressure on limbs. Otherwise, Cliff was able to replicate much
of the actual grappling move for move.
During performance this moment lasted only twenty seconds
or so. But they were twenty seconds when the audience couldn’t
look away.

The Final Fight

A few days before the grappling workshop, Amber approached Cliff
and I with a very reasonable request: “You two need to sit down and
figure out what this final fight is going to look like.”

OPPOSITE: Amber Paige McGinnis; Above: Teresa Castracane

We knew the broad strokes. It was the moment when the two
halves of the play—Halo’s training and her family life—fully combine. When she steps into the cage for her first fight, she finds her
opponent to be her mother, sister, and brother-in-law—all armed
with an array of MMA skills equal to Halo’s.
The initial script provided the mood and the general shape of
the fight, but there were nothing approaching story beats. Having
started this process with little understanding of fight choreography,
I’d naively hoped Amber and Cliff would come up with something
amazing that I could just sign off on.
Nearly a month later we had a leaner, more realistic script
and the pressure was mounting to have this final fight be emotionally
intense, visually striking, and narratively necessary. Fortunately, the
collaborative process we’d been developing had provided me with
tools I didn’t possess four weeks earlier. Having Cliff in the room
during key training sessions and dramaturgical conversations gave
us a shared language for discussing how the combat in the cage drove
the larger narrative and vice versa.
Prompted by Amber, we sat down and, over the course of half an
hour, sketched out the character beats of the fight. Cliff then went
in and built out those beats with MMA moves. We knew we wanted
this scene to end in an apparent stalemate between the sisters, but
didn’t know how to achieve that until a few days later when we saw
that grappling demonstration.
The end-result was a three-minute fight scene between four of
our five actors that contained nearly 90 total moves. Thanks to our
focus on grappling, and a reliance on contact hits to the body, none of
those moves were masked hits. In fact, there were only four masked
hits during the entire production. Not only did this result in a more
realistic flow to the fights, but allowed Cliff and Amber far more
latitude in blocking on a stage where there were audience members
seated on three full sides.

very interested in working with new playwrights
and shaping their work. The challenge of working
through script changes and story adjustments,
the collaboration and creation, is what is most
exciting for me.” What I think was surprising to
both of us were the immense benefits of extending the collaborative circle to the fight community whose world we were portraying onstage.
What Jay and the other fighters we met through
Capital MMA brought to the development process ended up being integral to building both the
story and the fights.
“The cast was great; so open-minded and
eager to learn. People came away with real skill,”
Jay said. “I was really proud of the fight and training portrayals...I never felt I had to suspend my
disbelief. If anything, I was being just as critical of
the moves, and giving the same kind of feedback,
as I’d give any student or training partner. And no
concussions? Bonus!”
The lessons learned during this process didn’t
end with our final performance. While I might never write a play so
focused on fighting again, I’ll certainly seek deeper collaboration
with fight directors and choreographers in the future. I’ll also be
looking for ways to expand new play collaboration into the larger
community. In the meantime, I’ve gone back and added many of
those detailed fight beats into the script. After all, it wasn’t just blocking and choreography that we developed; it was the deeper narrative
of the play.

Lessons Learned

I’ve always lamented that designers are not better integrated into
the new play development process. They provide perspective on the
script I could never achieve on my own. It wasn’t a surprise that I
found the same to be true of a fight director.
“The biggest challenge—that the script was changing—was probably the most exciting for me,” Cliff explained. “I have always been

AFULL-CONTACT DRAMA ABOUT LIFE INSIDE THE CAGE

BY STEPHEN SPOTSWOOD
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FIGHTING
or
FLIRTING?
Violence and “Intimacy” Design
By Mary Shen Barnidge

Jose Antonio
Garcia (Elliot) and
Eleni Pappageorge
(Annie) in Windy
City Playhouse’s
Chicago Premiere
of Jeff Daniel’s
APARTMENT 3A.
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Toy DeIorio; OPPOSITE: Michael Brosilow

Editor’s note: This piece was originally printed for the Theater in Chicago
website in Fall 2016. It has been published here with permission by the author.

P

laygoers might have been startled to see “violence/
intimacy design” listed in the playbill for Akvavit Theatre’s production of Hand in Hand. For centuries, the
extent of sex-on-stage training for actors was learning
how to kiss while facing the audience, but as playwrights
demand ever-increasing levels of realism in scenes requiring physical interaction, whatever its motivation, the
potential for accidental injury arising from an excess of adrenaline,
not to mention inadvertent abuse by directors still immured in the
methods of an earlier era, likewise escalates.
Richard Gilbert and Victor Bayona—together, the team of R &
D Choreography—are no strangers to the stage business dubbed
“sim-sex” in 1990 by Torso Theater’s Billy Birmingham, their resumés encompassing a number of plays involving rape or domestic
violence, as well as a whip-and-dagger match for a fetishwear fashion
show. The “hug-and-tug” activity in Hand in Hand, however, is of the
affectionate variety, with no danger to the lovers beyond crashing
slapstick-style into furniture as they enter a darkened apartment

in full body-lock, followed by a clearly consensual extended sexual
encounter. So why should counterfeit canoodling call for coaches?
“A good playwright has reasons for putting sex scenes into the
play, and if they aren’t carefully designed, they end up telling the
wrong story.” says Gilbert, “Look at Game of Thrones, where many
television viewers see the sex as gratuitously
coercive, but the show runners deny any
Above and
intention of making it appear so—this is
following page:
because the choreography is not telling the
Tosha Fowler
right story. If you have two people embracand Tony Buzzoto
ing, just something as small as whether one
in Cor Theater’s
places his/her hand on the other’s chest,
production
or back, tells you how they feel about what
of Skin Tight.
they’re doing.”
The principles behind constructing a sex scene are no different
than those of a fight scene, Gilbert insists. The designer’s task is
first, to create a believable illusion and second, to ascertain the actors’ safety and comfort, both emotional and physical. “For a long
time, actors—women especially, though not exclusively—have been
told that hesitation or refusal would compromise their careers. This
needs to stop.”
the fight master fall 2017 safd.org
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A measure recently introduced in Chicago to remedy these
practices—whether arising from willful exploitation or simple
ignorance—is the Not In Our House coalition, which for the
last year has been working on a code of conduct for non-equity
theater artists. Fight directors for plays featuring copious sex and
violence—e.g. Love and Human Remains—have often found their
skills also employed for love scenes, and reviews for a production
of Apartment 3A noted that the playbill listed fight designers even
though no fights were in evidence. Akvavit was the first locally to use
the term “intimacy design,” thus providing new, as well as decadesold theaters, with guidelines setting standards for all aspects of
professional behavior.
“Everyone can learn something,” Gilbert maintains, “As fight
designers, we support this—as we should—not only as a means
of dealing with misconduct, but because a responsible choreographer can address issues like communication, rehearsal conditions
and whether outside spectators are allowed in the room during
certain scenes. The Chicago Code of Conduct includes a list of
precautions a theater needs to take if actors are to feel safe and
comfortable. Some directors still have to be told not to say ‘Oh,
just slap her!’.”
During the 1960s and 70s, many directors adopted the “sensitivity exercises” popularized by therapy groups (often derided as
“touchy-feely” games), but Gilbert dismisses these as unnecessary.
“The exercises that we have actors do when rehearsing fights cover
the basics of presenting physical struggle—shared balance, selective
control and other subtexts. What most often happens as a result is
that the participants eventually grant their partners permission to
initiate body contact.”
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Does it make a difference when actors are already accustomed
to engaging physically with each other? Chicago playgoers may
recall the Writers Theatre production of A Streetcar Named Desire, for
example, where real-life husband-and-wife Matthew Hawkins and
Stacy Stoltz, playing Stanley and Stella, were required to “get those
colored lights going” with their bed located barely eight feet away
from their real-life parents who were in the audience.
While Gilbert doesn’t recall ever coming up against a problem,
he warns that such a situation might mandate extra vigilance in
separating the couple’s customary offstage activities with the psychological story—there’s that word again—inherent in the fictional
scenario. “It’s not unlike a scene calling for violence. If you have two
actors who enjoy boxing at the gym with one another in their free
time, they might have problems sticking to a scripted fistfight. Just
because they don’t mind being punched doesn’t mean that I want
them to trade actual punches.”
The Society of American Fight Directors recently began offering classes in Intimacy Movement at its workshops, pursuant to
facilitating its recognition as a legitimate branch of stage combat
training and not merely fodder for coarse jokes in locker-rooms
of any gender. This innovation—and the discussion generated
thereby—would appear a wise move (not to mention a safeguard
against unnecessary slander) in a discipline where instructors report an increasing diversity of student participants looking to their
mentors for guidance.
Further reading on Intimacy Design:
Safe Sex by Tonia Sina, Fight Master Spring 2014
Website: www.notinourhouse.org

Toy DeIorio
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A MoCap
Director’s
Memoirs

By Michelle Ladd
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Above and preceding
page: This sequence is
from Peter Jackson’s
The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King
(2003), demonstrating
the transition from
live action (Live
Performer), through
the basic computer
character (Generic
Skin), to the creature
(Creature Skin).
Carrie Thiel (Orc) on
the left, and Michelle
Ladd (Gondorian)
on the right.

I have been truly blessed to work on so
many amazing productions with such
talented VFX producers, technicians, and
movement specialists. I wish I had room
to elaborate in more detail, but it is my
hope that these brief missives will shed a
bit more light on how a Fight Director fits
into this specialized media.
production: The Lord of the
Rings—Return of the King
job title: Motion Capture
Combat Choreographer

For each character that needed motion
capture, I began by researching the fight
styles created by Tony Wolf and Carrie
Thiel. Then I wandered down the street
to the wonderland of Weta Workshop to
see the creature’s weapons, costumes, and concept art. I reviewed
dailies of live action footage approved by Peter Jackson, met with
the Animation Director, and worked closely with props masters and
weapons specialists (for example, the archery trainer). In the case
of the Troll character, there was no live action footage or character
research, so I found early interviews recorded of Peter Jackson
describing his concept of these creatures. Then I met with the Animation Director regarding the character’s look and biomechanical
capabilities. From that I developed a character movement style and
combat style.
Once thoroughly educated, I trained the talent to move and fight
like these characters. The performers consisted of a range of skill
levels—some martial artists, some athletes, some stunt performers, and some actors—but only one of them had theatrical “stage
combat” training. Therefore, every session involved teaching safe
and effective combat.
When not rehearsing, I created spreadsheets and flowcharts
of the individual combat and locomotion actions appropriate to
accommodate the needs of “Massive” software, an artificial intelligence crowd/battle simulation software technology.
Preparation for the Massive Software moCap shoot involved
creating lightweight props to exact specifications for my needs and
the needs of my performers. The weapons modeled the live action
prop but had to be lightweight and padded to allow for hours of exhausting performing with minimal breaks. They ranged from sword
and shield to archery to clubs–truly a wide variety of fight styles and
weapons. Once in the studio with my performer, we performed

John Curtis; opposite: John Curtis

I

n 2002 I found myself in a unique position. My dear Canadian friend and colleague, Carrie Thiel had become the
Motion Capture Combat Choreographer for the Lord of
the Rings (L.O.T.R.) trilogy. The volume of work was so
great that she needed a clone; she chose me. As movement
professionals with extensive training in acting, dance, stage
combat, and stunts, Carrie and I had backgrounds well
suited to the medium of motion capture that was then being utilized to an increased degree for these major motion pictures.
Prior to this movie trilogy, motion capture (moCap) was reserved
primarily for video game usage with an occasional appearance in
films to aid the animation department in their CG work. But with
Stephen Regelous’s creation of Massive Software specifically for
the L.O.T.R. trilogy, mass battle scenes filled with creatures of every
shape and size were brought to life in a unique way. So, off I went to
New Zealand for a journey that was truly a life and career changing
experience.
Although no longer a new medium, the workings of motion
capture (sometimes called performance capture) are still vague for
many movement professionals. Early moCap for video games usually involved a Technical Director supervising the game’s motion
capture shoots. Only occasionally would a Stunt Coordinator or
Fight Director be hired to direct or advise a more physically complicated portion, but more intense film requirements changed this.
For the Visual Effects (VFX) Technical Directors, the demands of
coordinating and directing these shoots became quite complicated
and time consuming, which took valuable time away from normal
duties. On the other hand, animation created solely by an Animator
manipulating a CG puppet does not create nuances of movement
of the same caliber as the actual movements of a live, trained stunt
performer. This high quality organic motion is vital in film because
CG characters are often placed directly in front of the audience.
Ideally the audience is completely unable to tell that the character
is not a live person (or animal). To affect this kind of realism, these
performers required a director who could aid their motivation and
intention, guiding them to safely and effectively play all the dangers
of the situation. So the profession of Motion Capture Director was
born as a liaison between the technical and the artistic.
I am often asked about my specific work as a Motion Capture Director. It has been my job to ensure that the actions I choreograph fit
into the Director’s vision, are completely appropriate for the precise
moment in the movie for which they are used (i.e., stay true to the
story and the situation), and meet the technical needs of the software
being used. Below, I share descriptions of my duties on a few of the
more ground-breaking productions on which I have been involved.

each locomotion and combat action: charge, attack, parry, death,
reacting to hit, firing arrows, reacting to enemy attacks, etc. Some of
these actions were small and some were longer combination attacks.
These recorded actions then went into a character “brain,” and the
characters were cloned and pitted against each other in simulations.
That was the majority of my work at Weta Digital. In other situations, I was given live action footage with a background plate that
needed to be filled with CG motion. This is called “hero” motion. For
example, I had to fill in a blank space with specific actions mimicking Legolas, Aragorn, and Gimli as they entered the “Cavern of the
Dead.” The CG characters had to go from point A to point B on a very
specific path in a very specific time frame to match the background
plate, which had already been shot. I trained the talent to move like
the principal actors and to perform appropriate movement patterns
and actions that would link their work seamlessly into the close-up
shots that bordered this “digital double” shot.
There was also a once-in-a-lifetime moment when I helped prep
for a Gollum shoot by donning the moCap suit and rehearsing
specific actions for the moCap crew prior to actual capture. Then
I stepped back during the shoot and watched the remarkable Andy
Serkis in action. It was truly inspiring to witness the talents of this
man as he brought a classic literary character to life!
production: The Lion, the Witch,
and the Wardrobe
job title: Motion Capture Director

For this project I had the usual duties of creating Massive Software spreadsheets, hiring and training talent, and directing and
developing choreography for the individual characters. In addition
to this, I was also hired in the beginning of the production specifically to develop movement styles for fourteen nonhuman CG creatures including: Centaur, Cyclops, Satyr, Faun, Goblin, Ogre, and
Werewolf. The movement styles were developed from the concept
art of each character and from understanding the biomechanics and
kinesiology that these characters would naturally have based on their
physical structures. I researched the weapons that had been created
for these characters by Weta Workshop and figured out the most efficient way for these characters to use their respective weapons based
on both anatomical capabilities and armor limitations. I hired talent
and trained them to move and fight in these styles, then made DVD’s
of this for the Director, Andrew Adamson. The production company flew me to New Zealand to meet and work with the Director,

the Stunt Coordinator, and the
Weapons’ Master. The Animation Director and I trained the
Weapon’s Master and some of
the key stunt performers on how
to move like these creatures. I
worked on the fight styles with
the Weapon’s Master, so that
what I was doing with the motion capture in the U.S. would
match what he was doing with
the live action in N.Z.
I flew back to the States and
began essentially the same moCap process as with Lord of the
Rings: I hired talent, trained
them in the character movement
styles and fight styles, created spreadsheets and flowcharts for the
Massive software, made moCap modifications for the wide variety
of props and weapons (swords, shields, lances, polearms, flails, etc.)
and directed the motion capture shoots. The shooting schedule was
tremendous, nonstop from September until March.
Always challenging when capturing entire armies of various
creatures is creating a variety of useful actions that are very specific
(clear attacks, parries, and hit reactions) yet also utilitarian enough
that they can be used to fight against undetermined creatures that
may be small or large, fast or slow. This is difficult to control when
creating an “action library” for artificial intelligence beings. The
fourteen characters had to move and fight radically different. This
was not easy since many of the characters had similarities that could
make their motion look the same, for example: the Minotaur and
the Minoboar; the Faun and the Satyr; and the Ogre, the Giant, and
the Cyclops. It was vital that they look both unique and appropriate,
especially when seen fighting side by side in battle.
The quadruped creatures, namely the Centaur, Horse, and Werewolf (who was both bipedal and quadruped), were also challenging.
We devoted an entire month to capturing horses of all capabilities:
roping, cutting, dressage, jumping, etc. These actions were used both
individually and combined with human moCap from the hips up to
create Horse and Centaur actions. The Werewolf was an incredibly
talented circus and stunt performer who spent two weeks in modified hand stilts trotting and loping like a wolf and executing attacks

Above left: Shane Rangi
(Mumakil Driver) is shown from
behind in the motion capture
studio on a mock up prop of
the Mumakil. Michelle Ladd is
looking at the console with a
member of the Weta Motion
Capture crew behind. Above
right: Mumkil Wide shot.
Shane Rangi is shown from
the front in the motion capture
studio on a mock up prop
of the Mumakil. Michelle
Ladd is in the space directing
Shane while Weta Digital
staff watches.
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production: Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End
job title: Motion Capture Stunt Coordinator

Digital Domain VFX Company was in charge of creating the sequence where a junk boat, the Hai-Peng, leaves Singapore, sails
through an arctic cave, then falls off the edge of the world. Live action footage had been shot of the principal actors and stunt pirates
on the set of the junk for all action filmed close enough to see faces,
but there were a number of establishing shots from far away and at
high angles that were impossible to shoot practically. The CG shoot
would take place on the actual boat, which had been stripped of set
dressings. There were limitations in how many moCap performers
we could use on the boat at one time, yet the boat had to be populated with approximately thirty pirates and hero performers in the
final product.
First, specific scene needs were laid out and a basic shot list was
created for each sequence. Then I broke up the floor plan of the ship
into specific paths of travel and labeled each alphabetically. The catch
was to divide the floor plan into blocks that made sense to the appropriate action on the boat, yet not create traffic patterns that would
look like the characters were limited to any one area of the boat.
Originally, the Second Unit Director planned to direct the motion capture sequence; but when we arrived on set to shoot and he
reviewed my shot list, my ground plan of the boat, and my breakdown of the action sequence he generously allowed me to direct the
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motion capture shoot. I cannot tell you how excited I was to hear
that news! (Did I mention that I was about seven months pregnant?)
The greatest challenge with this project was how to simulate the
performers’ actions on the ship moving from horizontal sailing
to vertical falling as the boat plummets over the waterfall. We approached this in a few different ways. Generally we started actions
in a horizontal fashion. Then, as they hung or fell “with” the boat, actions would stay as true to the desired gravitational shift as we could
manage. Later an animation program utilizing “ragdoll dynamics”
would take over the basic moCap action and apply the correct laws of
physics to the action based on a character’s orientation in the virtual
scene. The base motion, however, still needed to look really messy. At
one point some of my “stunties” looked too controlled rolling down
the deck as the boat tilted despite multiple corrections. So I demonstrated for them by falling over a boat wheel and onto the deck—me
and my enormous pregnant belly. It took about five minutes for their
jaws to come off the floor from shock, but they did a great job of
selling out the action after that. We also captured select motions of
people hanging from a bar with dangling limbs for Motion Editors
and Animators to clean up and splice together with other actions.
VFX crews are amazing! They truly create movie magic.
production: Hereafter
job title: Motion Capture

Coordinator

This film is noteworthy because of its unusual scope of work. We
were creating crowd motion and hero action of characters being
swept away in a tsunami. Some of the motion was straight forward:
people run and clamor to get out of the path of an oncoming wave.

Ryan Adams; opposite: James Knight

back and forth between all fours and hind legs. I’m not sure he’ll ever
forgive me for that incredibly physically difficult shoot.

But what about when they get
caught up in the wave? What was
the best way to simulate this?
Again, the Motion Editors
and Animators were often able
to use “ragdoll dynamic” software to let natural physics take
over in the virtual scene. But this
was not always the case. This
film required special rigging and
stunt work to accurately recreate
the actions of a massive wave
sweeping victims along its path.
Clint Eastwood had already directed live action with the principals in a water tank, but it was
too dangerous and impractical to
film the moving water whisking away drowning victims—including
children. Also, there were characters standing on rooftops trying to
save people as they rushed by and characters that had to run into objects (cars, tree trunks, live electrical poles, etc.) as they were carried
by the wave. This was accomplished using multi-layered platforms
and a track set up by talented stunt riggers that ran the length of our
volume (playing space) and talented stunt performers in a variety of
harnesses: vests, full body harnesses, and swivel harnesses, to name a
few. One of the advantages to executing stunts in moCap is that you
can use other people not in the suit (whose motion is not captured
in the computer) to manipulate elements in the scene. For example,
as the performer in the harness traveled along the track, the Stunt
Coordinator (shout-out to my husband, Thom Williams) could
change the direction of travel or stop the travel quickly to simulate
impact with a stationary object. Two methods we used were attaching a tag line to the performer’s leg and using a kick shield to run into
the performer and stop his or her momentum.
The VFX Supervisor, Michael Owens, is always a delight to work
with. He is a consummate professional and received an Academy
Award nomination for Hereafter. We had worked together on projects
before, and he graciously gave my crew great freedom and creativity
with many of the actions. Other sequences had to closely match the
live action and the storyboards, but regardless of the sequence special
attention had to be paid to the natural motion that occurs on a human body in water. This took hours of research and tremendous attention to detail coupled with an experienced stunt and rigging team
who were able to mimic the motion of flowing, undulating water as
the performer was transported in mid-air. And the stunt talent had
amazing body awareness and control as the accurately mimicked
the motion of trying to stay afloat in rushing water. Scanline VFX

OPPOSITE: The Motion
Capture stunt cast and crew
from Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End (2007).
Michelle Ladd seated
in the middle front row.
ABOVE: Michelle Ladd (Motion
Capture Director), Mark
Wagner (performer) with Giant
Studios motion capture crew
behind on set of Hereafter
(2010). RIGHT: Shauna
Duggins (harness), Mark
Wagner (platform), Brian
Machleit (Rigger—on floor)
marking a scene for Hereafter.

completed this difficult task of making the water sequences flawless
as they took our motion and worked it through their CG pipeline.
With this production, like the others mentioned, preparation and
rehearsal was vital to ensure not a moment of valuable time or money
was wasted on set during the actual shoot. What an exhilarating
challenge it was to work on this production!
Today the use of motion capture in film, TV and video games is
quite commonplace, and performance capture (as is it now commonly called) often includes voice and facial capture. Due to the
importance of performance capture in regards to realistic acting
and motion, it has become standard for Directors/Second Unit
Directors to take on the duties in the moCap volume that once were
only the purview of the Visual Effects Supervisor and his team. Also,
the technology and software have risen to the occasion and met the
demands placed upon them. For example, in early moCap shoots
the captured human motion was represented simply by dots and
lines on a computer screen, which left the performer and director
trusting that the finished action was appropriate. Giant Studios
(now Profile Studios) raised the bar with a CG “skin” that looked
like the actual character the performer was physically creating and
was immediately shown in real time on large screens for all to watch.
This was a tremendous help in getting an accurate performance in
the motion capture studio, therefore requiring minimal clean up by
Motion Editors. Now motion capture suits and equipment are more
portable and can even be used on a practical film set.
In addition, whether on set or in a moCap volume, the camera
angles can be manipulated during the performance with a handheld
“offset camera,” which focuses the volume cameras in a standard
direction just like their on-set counterparts. This allows for a more
normal shoot where the Director chooses shots (just as on a practical
set), eliminating the extra time-consuming step of selecting angles
after the capture session. Motion capture’s technological ability
to continually adapt and improve ensures its place as an exciting
medium to work with for both director and performer. It certainly
opened up amazing opportunities for me in the entertainment industry, and I have thoroughly enjoyed all the challenges encountered
during this unique medium’s transformation.
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(703) 568-7657
casey.kaleba@earthlink.net
www.toothandclawcombat.com
COLLEEN KELLY
Staunton, VA
(540) 849-8870
colleenkhome@gmail.com

Angie Jepson Marks
angiejepson@gmail.com

Patrick Kelly
Bloomington, IN
pkelly@indiana.edu
GEOFFREY KENT
Denver, CO
geoffrey@thefightguy.com
DR. MICHAEL KIRKLAND
Virginia Beach, VA
(757) 226-4730
michhil@regent.edu
MARIANNE KUBIK
Charlottesville, Virginia
(434) 825-1071
marianne@virginia.edu

NEIL MASSEY
Brookfield, IL
(708) 485-2089
neil@roguesteel.com
www.roguesteel.com
JILL MARTELLI-CARLSON
Greenville, NC
(252) 412-7887
carlsonj@ecu.edu
Mitchell McCoy
New York, NY
Mccoy.mitchell@gmail.com
Sam McDonald
Atlanta, GA
samanthajmcdonald@yahoo.com

MICHELLE LADD
Los Angeles, CA
(818) 438-8342
HRHmladd@aol.com

JOHN MCFARLAND
Brookfield, IL
(708) 955-8767
mcfarland.john@sbcglobal.net

CRAIG LAWRENCE
Fairfax, VA
(240) 277-3850
FightGuyCL@gmail.com
fightguycl.weebly.com

DR. ROBIN MCFARQUHAR
Urbana, IL
(773) 398 9500
rmcfarqu@uiuc.edu

BRUCE LECURE
Miami, FL
(305) 903-9250
Blecure@aol.com

Terry McIntyre
Mount Holly, NJ
fightingoneself@gmail.com

BILL LENGFELDER
Rockwall, TX
(214) 768-3539
lengfeld@smu.edu

ADAM MCLEAN
Boston, MA
(804) 938-2222
mcleanadamb@gmail.com

DAVID S. LEONG
Richmond, VA
(804) 986-4890
dsleong@vcu.edu
Brian LeTraunik
Beaumont, TX
773-805-0926
brian.letraunik@gmail.com
www.brianletraunik.weebly.com
GREGG C. LLOYD
Newport News, VA
fightdirection@gmail.com

Adam Miller-Batteau
Austin, Texas
734.476.5529
abatteau@gmail.com
Nate Mitchell
Los Angeles, CA
natemitchellaction@gmail.com
natemitchellaction.com
MICHAEL MUELLER
Grand Rapids, MI
208-570-3096
mjmueller3@gmail.com
www.mjmueller3.com

Mike Lubke
Minneapolis, MN
Mike.lubke@gmail.com
ROBERT MACDOUGALL
Seattle, WA
(206) 522-2201
clanrdmacd@aol.com

DOUGLAS MUMAW
Statesville, NC
(704) 880-0819
drmumaw@gmail.com
theswordsmen.com

MIKE MAHAFFEY
Hollywood, CA
818 - 749 - 8393
mike_mahaffey@hotmail.com

MARTIN NOYES
Savannah, GA
(714) 473 6279
bignoyes@hotmail.com

JENNIFER M. MALE
Columbia, MD
(410) 428-5482
female_fights@yahoo.com

DAN O’DRISCOLL
New York, NY
(646) 228-6878
Dan35051@aol.com
www.swordandtherose.com

Kelly Mann
Macon, GA
actresskm@aol.com
SCOT MANN
Macon, GA
(478) 787-7691
mann_sj@mercer.edu

Emeritus
MARK OLSEN
New York, NY
Meo1005@aol.com
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CORY ROBERT PIERNO
New York, NY
(516) 993-7915
Corey.Pierno@gmail.com
CoreyPierno.com
Paul Pharris
Natchitoches, LA
ppharr@hotmail.com
TIM PINNOW
Grand Junction, CO
(575) 496-2369
tpinnow@mesastate.edu
RON PIRETTI
New York, NY
www.ronpiretti.net
email. ron.piretti@gmail.com
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
Suffern, NY
845-574-4471 (w)
845-598-1501 (h)
cplummer@sunyrockland.edu (w)
Shaxpear@me.com (h)
NIGEL ADAM POULTON
New York, NY and
Brisbane, AUSTRALIA
US: (212) 941-7696
AUS: 61-423-865-839
kaboom@powerup.com.au
Aaron Preusse
St. Paul, MN
MARegRep@safd.org
RICHARD RAETHER
Rockford, IL
(815) 540-4717
rraether@me.com
www.rraether.com
RICKI G. RAVITTS
New York, NY
(212) 874-7408
rickifights@yahoo.com
CARA RAWLINGS
Blacksburg, VA
(540) 449-2877
crawlings@vt.edu
ANDREW DYLAN RAY
Shreveport, LA
(859) 552-8785
ard612@gmail.com
a-rayfights.blogspot.co.uk
Paul Engler Ray
Seattle, WA
Paully247@yahoo.com
Adam Rector
South Bend, IN
ajrector@indiana.edu
DAVID REED
Waco, TX
(214) 458-0866
davidandreed@yahoo.com
davidreed-director.com
ANDREA ROBERTSON
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 384-7775
andrea@fightcall.com
www.fightcall.com
Alicia Rodis
New York, NY
aliciarodis@gmail.com
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RAY A. RODRIGUEZ
Far Rockaway, NY
(646) 373-8106
ranthrod66@yahoo.com
Amie Root
Minneapolis, MN
root.amie@gmail.com
IAN ROSE
Philadelphia, PA
(215) 802-3885
rosefights@comcast.net
DARRELL RUSHTON
Frostburg, MD
(301) 687-4487
dsrushton@frostburg.edu
RICHARD RYAN
(323) 209-5240
richard@stagefight.com
www.stagefight.com
Nick Sandys
Chicago, IL
773-398-3034
npullin@depaul.edu
nsandys@remybumppo.org
Nicolas Santana
Palm Beach Country, FL
Nsantana25@aol.com
JOHN PAUL SCHEIDLER
Staunton, VA
(646) 337-7124
jpdoe@earthlink.net

PAUL STEGER
Lincoln NE
402-304-3541
psteger2@unl.edu
Zev Steinberg
Urbana, IL
847-207-7607
zev@zevsteinberg.com
DAVID STERRITT
Atlanta, GA
(770) 883-0168
dsterr20@gmail.com
Rachel Stubbs
Chicago, IL
Rachelstubbs001@yahoo.com
ELIZABETH STYLES
Chicago, IL
combat-ebeth@comcast.net
J. ALLEN SUDDETH
New York City area
email: nyfgtdirctr@aol.com
STERLING SWANN
Putnam County, NY
914-474-1848
sswann9@aol.com
JASON PAUL TATE
Lexington, KY
(502) 330-7299
jasonpaultate@gmail.com
www.jasonpaultate.com

CHRISTINA TRAISTER
Eaton Rapids, MI
(310) 213-2558
traimez@gmail.com

LEWIS SHAW
Towson, MD
(410) 340-1461
Lonniesc@aol.com
www.lewisshaw.com

JOHN TOVAR
Geneva, IL
(630) 330-4293
john_tovar@sbcglobal.net

EDWARD “TED” SHARON
Fredonia, NY
(716) 673-3597
edwardbsharon@gmail.com

JASON TIPSWORD
Eastern Iowa
319-530-0416
Jason.tipsword@gmail.com

Steven Schwall
Wyoming, MI
siremeric@yahoo.com

Travis Sims
Glendale, CA
Sims.travis@gmail.com
Eugene Solfanelli
Brooklyn, NY
solfanelli@gmail.com
LEE SOROKO
Miami, FL
(305) 458-9306
lsoroko@miami.edu
Mike Speck
Winona, MN
Michael.h.speck@gmail.com
KC STAGE
Raleigh, NC
(859) 492-8215
SERegRep@safd.org
JIM STARK
Hanover, IN
(812) 866-7262
stark@hanover.edu

MATTHEW R. WILSON
Oxford, MS
347-247-0755
WilsonMatthewR@gmail.com
MatthewRWilson.com
HEIDI WOLF
Seattle, WA
(206) 548-9653
comrades@bookrats.net
DAVID WOOLLEY
Chicago, IL
C: (312) 560-5448
W: (312) 344-6123
guido@theswordsmen.com
dwoolley@colum.edu
www.theswordsmen.com
D.C. WRIGHT
Macomb, IL
(309) 333-3438
DC-Wright@wiu.edu
MIKE YAHN
New York, NY
(832) 928-7577
yahn.mike@gmail.com
www.mikeyahn.com
Claire Yearman
Elgin, IL
claireyearman@gmail.com
DAVID YONDORF
Chicago, IL
(773) 983-5156
davidyondorf@hotmail.com
JACK YOUNG
Houston, TX
jyoung59@uh.edu
BRET YOUNT
London, UK
44-020-8881-1536
IntlRegRep@safd.org

JOSEPH TRAVERS
New York, NY
(212) 726 2400
swordplay98@hotmail.com
ROBERT “TINK” TUFTEE
Brooklyn, NY
(718) 788-4957
Tink@fights4.com
www.fights4.com
STEVE VAUGHAN
Buffalo, NY
716-474-1160
svsv55@yahoo.com
BRAD WALLER
Springfield, VA
(571) 334-7060
GlobeFG@aol.com
ROBERT WALSH
West Newton, MA
(617) 448-5083
robertwalsh@rcn.com
ROBERT WESTLEY
New York City, NY
dpwestley@yahoo.com
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The Society of American Fight Directors is a not-for-profit organization
dedicated to promoting safety and fostering excellence in the art of stage
combat. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service
through initiating and maintaining guidelines and standards of quality, providing
education and training, promoting scholarly research, as well as encouraging
communication and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry.
Whether you are a producer, director, actor or teacher, we can help accelerate
your stage combat skills. SAFD members gain access to a world class
networking organization, high caliber stage combat training and mentorship
designed to expand your career. Our members include professional actors,
directors, producers, educators, dancers, singers, stunt performers, historians,
scholars and armorers working in theatre, film, television, all levels of
academia, stunt shows, opera and the video gaming industry.

The SAFD Recognized Membership Levels
Friend
One need not be a stage fighter,
teacher, or choreographer to join and
be active in the SAFD. Any individual
who has an interest in the stage
combative arts who wants to keep
abreast of the field and receive all the
benefits of memberships may join as a
friend.

Actor Combatant
Any individual who has passed an
SAFD Skills Proficiency Test and is
current in Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger
(or Single Sword), and another
discipline. The SAFD considers Actor/
Combatants to be proficient in
performing staged combat safely and
effectively.

Advanced Actor Combatant
Any individual who is current in six of
eight SAFD disciplines, of which at
least three (3) must be recommended
passes and is a member in good
standing. The SAFD acknowledges
Advanced Actor Combatants as highly
skilled performers of staged fighting.

Certified Teacher
Any individual who has successfully
completed the SAFD Teacher
Certification Workshop. These
individuals are endorsed
by the Society to teach staged combat
and may teach the SAFD Skills
Proficiency Test.

Fight Director
Any individual who has held the status
of Certified Teacher of the SAFD for a
minimum of three years and has
demonstrated through work in the
professional arena a high level of
expertise as a teacher and
choreographer of staged combat. These
individuals are endorsed by the Society
to direct and/or choreograph incidents
of physical violence.

Fight Master
Individuals who have successfully
fulfilled the requirements of Fight
Master as established and published by
the Governing Body and awarded
recognition by the current body of
Fight Masters (College of Fight
Masters). Individuals must be members
in good standing and engage in
continued active service to the Society.

33% savings
for new
members!

Join or Renew Your Membership Today!

How much does it cost?
If you have never been a member of the SAFD, you can join for just $30.00
for your ﬁrst year of membership.
If you are a current or previous member of the SAFD, renewing costs as little
as $45.00 per year.
Ready to join or renew?
You will need to login or set up an account at through the SAFD website (www.safd.org).
From there you will be guided through the membership payment process.
Thank you for supporting The Society of American Fight Directors.
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THE SOCIETY
OF AMERICAN
FIGHT DIRECTORS
University of
North Carolina
School of the Arts
Check the SAFD website
for updated information:
www.safd.org/training/nscw
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